
Model 100 Procedures

This special Model 100 addendum has been compiled to give you up to date information about the

TRS-80 Model 100. In doing so, we’ve looked at the material in the ‘‘main sequence” of procedures

and seen which ones apply to the Model 100 as well. Many of the procedures in the main sequence

apply directly to the Model 100 - the Model 100 BASIC is Microsoft BASIC, the error codes are

similar, and general subjects are applicable to all machines. For the considerable new material on the

Model 100, we’ve compiled many new procedures.

Model 100 Index

Here’s how to find a general topic: Look in the main sequence index for the topic. If the

procedure doesn’t exclude certain machines, it’ll apply to the Model 100 as well. Procedure DLSC,

“Digital Logic, A Short Course” applies to all Radio Shack computers, for example.

Here’s how to find a Model 100 topic: First, look in the main sequence index under the topic.

There you’ll find a “keyword” of four characters. Now, go to the Model 100 section and look for that

keyword. If the topic applies equally well to the Model 100, you’ll find a procedure in the Model 100

section that describes the topic as used on the Model 100.

Let’s say you’re looking for cursor control actions. If you look in the main sequence index under

“Cursor, finding where it is”, you’ll find the keyword CFOW. Looking in the Model 100 section, you 11

find the procedure CFOW- 100, which describes Model 100 cursor commands. The “-100” denotes

that a main sequence procedure either applies directly to the Model 100, or describes slight

differences between the Model 100 and other systems.

If you can’t find the Model 100 topic in the main sequence index, then go to the Model 100 index

and look for the topic there. You will probably find a Model 100 keyword that applies. It will be a 4-

character keyword and it will be located in the Model 100 section. An example is “Time interrupt ,

which references keyword TIMO. Procedure TIMO is located in the Model 100 section and

describes how to use the Model 100 “ON TIME$” interrupt.
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Model 100 Index

8085 address values

8085 format

8085 microprocessor

80C85 microprocessor

Acoustic coupler

Address file

Address Organizer, using

Address values, 8085

Addresses, assembly language

Addresses, machine language

Addresses, organizing

Addressing, graphics

Addressing, pixel

ADDRSS, getting to

ADDRSS, using

ADRS file

ADRS.DO file

Animation *

ANS/ORG switch

APPEND, for files

Appending data to files

ASCII characters

ASCII files, what they are

Assembler, for Model 100

Assembly language, calling . .

,

Auto dialing

Auto execute, BASIC program

BA extension, what it is

BASIC command mode
BASIC files

BASIC lines, renumbering . .

.

BASIC tokens

BASIC, BEEP
BASIC, CALL
BASIC, CLEAR
BASIC, CLOAD

EFAF / LFBA-100
EFAF/ LFBA-100

MLWI-100
MLWI-100
ACHT-100

AHTO
ADMO/AHTO

EFAF / LFBA-100
EFAF / LFBA-100
EFAF / LFBA-100
ADMO/AHTO

MOPA
MOPA
AHTO

ADMO/AHTO
AHTO / FNMO

AHTO / FNMO / CPSU-100 / DNAO
ANON

ACHT-100
FMOU
FMOU

ADFW-100
AFWA-100

ALWI / SUBP-100
CMLO

DNAO/BBUS
AEBP
FNMO
CMWI

FNMO / FMOU / MAFO
RNBL-100
TMMO
SHTG

CMLO/PVMO
LMCO / OSER-100 / PROT-100 / RFMO

SBPT-100 / LSBD
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BASIC, CLOADM
BASIC, CLOSE
BASIC, CLS
BASIC, COM ON/OFF/STOP .

.

BASIC, CSAVE
BASIC, CSAVEM
BASIC, CSRLIN
BASIC, DATE$
BASIC, DAY$
BASIC, EDIT
BASIC, EOF
BASIC, FRE command
BASIC, HIMEM variable

BASIC, how to get to

BASIC, INPUT!
BASIC, INSTR
BASIC, KEY
BASIC, KEY ON/OFF/STOP .

.

BASIC, KILL
BASIC, LCOPY
BASIC, LINE
BASIC, LINEINPUT
BASIC, LOAD
BASIC, loading programs

BASIC, LOADM
BASIC, MAXFILES
BASIC, MAXRAM .variable

BASIC, MDM ON/OFF/STOP .

BASIC, MENU
BASIC, MERGE
BASIC, MIDI
BASIC, MOD
BASIC, MOTOR
BASIC, NAME
BASIC, ON COM
BASIC, ON KEY
BASIC, ON MDM
BASIC, ON TIME!
BASIC, OPEN
BASIC, POS
BASIC, POWER
BASIC, PRESET
BASIC, PRINT//
BASIC, PRINT // USING
BASIC, PSET
BASIC, RUN
BASIC, RUNM
BASIC, SAVE
BASIC, SAVEM
BASIC, saving programs

BASIC, SCREEN
BASIC, SOUND
BASIC, SPACE!
BASIC, TIME!
BASIC, TIME! ON/OFF/STOP
BASIC, VARPTR
Battery indicator

Battery power

LMCO
FMOU

CLTD-100
MIMO

SBPT-100 / LSBD
SMLO

CFOW-lOO
DFMO
DIBO

EMBO / DLIB-100 / RLIB-100
FMOU

MFAL-100 / SSFA-100
RFMO
BHTO
RNCH

SACW-100
FKDB
FKMO
RFDO
DSPO
DLBO
FMOU
LSBD

LSBD / SBPT-100
LMCO/LMRO

FMOU
RFMO / PROT- 100

MIMO
MMGB
MAFO

SACW-100
MOBO
MTOO
RERF
MIMO
FKMO
MIMO
TIMO

FMOU / FNMO
CFOW-lOO

POOM
PSMO
FMOU
FMOU
PSMO
LSBD

LMCO/LMRO
LSBD
SMLO

LSBD / SBPT-100
LLBO
SHTG
SGBA

TIBP-100

TIMO
VLFI / PVMO

LBWI
LBWI
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BCD format

BEEP, BASIC command
Beep, how to generate

Beep, how to turn off

Binary-coded-decimal format

Boxes, drawing

BREAK/PAUSE key

Buffers, file

CALL, BASIC command
Calling assembly language

Calling machine language

CAS, meaning of

Cassette connector pin-out

Cassette files, BASIC data

Cassette, BASIC files

Cassette, loading machine language files

Character positions

Characters, ASCII
CLEAR, BASIC command
CLOADM, BASIC command
CLOSE, BASIC command
CLS, BASIC command
CO extension, what it is

Codes, ASCII
Codes, control

Cold start

COM, meaning of

Command mode, what it is

Common files by RUN,R
Communications interface

Communications parameters

Configuration, for COM/MDM
Connectors, where they are

Copying blocks of text

Coupler, acoustic

Creating files

CSAVEM, BASIC command
CSRLIN, BASIC command
CTRL sequences, TEXT
Cursor control characters

Cursor, in TEXT
Day, finding today’s . .

Date, finding today’s

Date, setting

DATE$, BASIC command
Day of week, setting

DAY$, BASIC command
Defining function keys

Deleting files

Deletion of text, TEXT
Devices, for files

Dialing a number
DISP control

Display control

Display, can’t see it

Display, stopping it

“DO” extension, what it is

DIR/ACP switch

HASA
SHTG
SHTG
SHTG
HASA
DLBO

TSPD-100 / TSTP-100
FMOU

CMLO/PVMO
. . CMLO
CMLO
FMOU

CCAM-100
FMOU

SBPT-100
LMCO
MOPA

ADFW-100
OSER-lOO / LMCO / PROT-lOO / RFMO

LMCO
FMOU

CLTD-100
FNMO

ADFW-100
ADFW-100

SSFO
FMOU
CMWI

RUTP-100
RHSO
RHSO

RHSO /FNMO
SCMO
TUHO

ACHT-100
TUHO
SMLO

CFOW-lOO
TUHO
GHSO
TUHO

DIBO/DFMO
DFMO / DIBO

DIBO
DEWI
DIBO
DIBO

FKDB/FKMO
RFDO
TUHO
FNMO

DNAO / DNMO / MHTU-100
TOCH-lOO
TOCH-lOO
TOCH-lOO
TSPD-100

DEWI/ FNMO
ACHT-100 / MHTU-100
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Directory of files

Displaying file names

Displaying label line

Document files

Drawing boxes

Drawing lines

Dumping screen to line printer

EDIT mode, BASIC
Editing files

Editing lines

Editor, TEXT
EOF, BASIC command
Executing from power up

Executing machine language files from cassette

Executing machine language files from RAM .

.

Extensions, file name
File buffers

File devices

File input

File name extensions

File names
File names, displaying

Files, ASCII
Files, BASIC
Files, BASIC, merging

Files, BASIC, routing

Files, cassette, BASIC data

Files, cassette, programs

Files, common, by RUN,R
Files, deleting

Files, editing

Files, machine language, loading from cassette

Files, RAM, BASIC data

Files, records in

Files, renaming

Files, seeing what’s there

Files, sequential, BASIC
Files, TEXT
Finding amount of memory left

FRE, BASIC command
Free space, RAM
Free space, string

Function Key interrupts

Function Key, undefined

Function Keys, defining

Getting to ADDRSS
Getting to BASIC
Getting to SCHEDL
Getting to TELCOM
Getting to TEXT
Graphics

Graphics addressing

Graphics strings

Graphics worksheet

High-speed graphics

HIMEM variable, BASIC
EPL, BASIC command
Input of n characters

FSWT
FSWT
LLBO
DEWI
DLBO
DLBO
DSPO

EMBO / DLIB-100 / RLIB-100
TUHO

TUHO /EMBO
TUHO
FMOU
AEBP

LMCO / LMFO
LMRO
FNMO
FMOU
FNMO
RNCH
FNMO
FNMO
FSWT

AFWA-100
FNMO /FMOU

MAFO
FMOU
FMOU

SBPT-100
RUTP-100

RFDO
TUHO
LMCO
FMOU
RWAT
RERF
FSWT
FMOU
TUHO

MFAL-100
MFAL-100 / SSFA-100

MFAL-100 / MLIM
SSFA-100 / MFAL-100

FKMO
INHU
FKDB
AHTO
BHTO
SCHO
TEHT
THTO

GHSO / ANON / MOPA
MOPA
ANON
FSMO
GHSO
RFMO
AEBP
RNCH
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INPUT$, BASIC command
Insertion of text, TEXT
INSTR, BASIC command
Insufficient free memory on KILL
Interface, RS-232-C
Interfacing to machine language programs .

.

Interrupt levels

Interrupt, modem
Interrupt, time

Interrupts, Function Keys
Interrupts, what they are

KEY, BASIC command
KEY ON/OFF, BASIC command
Keys, Function, defining

Keys, seeing what they mean
KILL, BASIC command
Killing files

LABEL key, code

Label line, getting rid of

Last memory location

LCD, meaning of

LCOPY, BASIC command
LINEINPUT#, BASIC command
Line, label, getting rid of

Lines, drawing

Lines, editing in BASIC
LISTing Function Keys
Loading BASIC programs

Loading machine language files from cassette

Loading machine language files from RAM .

.

Loading TEXT files

LOADM, BASIC command
Locked up?

LOW BATTERY indicator

LPT, meaning of

Machine language, calling *

Machine language files, loading from cassette

Machine language programs, interfacing to .

.

Main menu, getting back to

Manual dialing

Map, of memory
MAXFILES, BASIC command
MAXRAM variable

MDM, BASIC command
MDM, meaning of

Memory map
MEMORY POWER switch

Memory, finding amount left

Memory, last location

MENU, BASIC command
Menu, getting back to

MERGE, BASIC command
Merging BASIC files

MID$, BASIC command
MOD, BASIC operator

Modem cable, hooking up
Modem interrupt

Modem, how to use

RNCH
TUHO

SACW-100
RFDO
RHSO

CMLO/PVMO
IWAT
MIMO
TIMO

FKMO/IWAT
IWAT
FKDB
FKMO
FKDB
FKDB
RFDO
RFDO

INHU-100
LLBO
RFMO
FMOU
DSPO
FMOU
LLBO
DLBO

. EMBO / RLIB-100
FKDB

. LSBD / SBPT-100
LMCO/LMFO

LMRO
TUOF / SLTF

LMCO
TSTP-100

LBWI
FMOU
CMLO
LMCO

... CMLO/PVMO
MMGB
DNMO
MMMO
FMOU

RFMO / PROT-lOO
MIMO
FMOU
MMMO

SSFO / TOCH-lOO
MFAL-100 / MLIM

RFMO
MMGB
MMGB

MAFO / AFWA-100
MAFO

SACW-100
MOBO

MHTU-100
MIMO

MHTU-100
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Modems, what they are

Modulus, BASIC
MOTOR, BASIC command
Motor, casssette, turning on and off

Musical sounds

NAME, BASIC command
Names of files

Ni-Cad batteries

Nickel-cadmium batteries

NOTE file

NOTE.DO file

ON COM, BASIC command
ON KEY, BASIC command
ON MDM, BASIC command
ON TIME$, BASIC command
OPEN, BASIC command
Parameters, communication

Parameters, passing to machine language programs

Parameters, RS-232-C

Passing parameters to machine language programs

PASTE key, code

Picture elements

Pixel addressing, BASIC
POS, BASIC command
POWER, BASIC command
Power, losing

PRESET, BASIC command
PRINT #, BASIC command
PRINT // USING, BASIC command
Printing a file, TEXT
Printing screen

Programs, loading BASIC
Protecting machine language area

PSET, BASIC command
Pulse dialing

RAM files, BASIC data

RAM free space

RAM, last location available

RAM, loading machine language files from

RAM, map
RAM, meaning of

Real-time-clock

Records in files

Rectangles, drawing

REMote jack, cassette

Renaming files

Renumbering BASIC lines

Repeating blocks of text

Replacing a line in BASIC
Replacing a string

Restart, how to

ROM subroutines

ROM, map
RS-232-C interface

RUNM, BASIC command
Running machine language files from cassette

Running machine language files from RAM
SAVEM

MWAT-100
MOBO
MTOO
MTOO
SHTG
RERF
FNMO
LBWI
LBWI

SCMU / SCHO / FNMO
SCMU / SCHO / FNMO

MIMO
FKMO
MIMO
TIMO

FMOU/FNMO
RHSO
PVMO
RHSO
PVMO

INHU-100
MOPA
MOPA

CFOW-lOO
POOM

LBWI /POOM
PSMO
FMOU
FMOU
TUHO

DSPO / PTSC-100
LSBD / SBPT-100

PROT-lOO
PSMO

MWAT-100
FMOU

MFAL-100
RFMO
LMRO
MMMO
FMOU
TIMO
RWAT
DLBO
MTOO
RERF

RNBL-100
TUHO

RLIB-100
SACW-100

SSFO
RCWA-100
MMMO
RGSO
LMCO

LMCO / LMFO
LMRO
SMLO
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Saving BASIC programs LSBD / SBPT-100
Saving TEXT files . . .

.

TUOF / SLTF
Saving machine language programs SMLO
Scanning, ADDRSS file ADMO
SCHEDL, how to get to SCHO
SCHEDL, using SCMU
Schedule organizer, using SCMU
Scratch, starting from SSFO
Screen to line printer DSPO / PTSC-100
SCREEN, BASIC command LLBO
Scrolling, BASIC LLBO
Searching for a string, BASIC SACW-100
Searching for a string, TEXT TUHO
Searching for blocks of text TUHO
Searching, ADDRSS file ADMO
Sequential files, BASIC FMOU
Setting date DIBO
Setting day of week DIBO
SOUND, BASIC command SHTG
Sound, generating SHTG
Sound, how to turn off SHTG
SPACE$, BASIC command SGBA
Spaces, generating SGBA
STAT, in TELCOM RHSO
STOP command, in interrupts IWAT
String free space SSFA-100 / MFAL-100
String graphics GHS0 / AN0N
String replace, BASIC SACW-100
String search, BASIC SACW-100
String storage area OSER-lOO
Subroutines, ROM RCWA-100
Switches, where they are SCMO
Tabs, Model 100 CHTP-100
TELCOM^ getting to TEHT
TELCOM, use RHSO / ACHT-100 / DNMO / DNAO / MHTU-100
Telecommunications ACHT-100
Telephone cable, connecting MHTU-100
Text editor DLIB
TEXT, getting to THTO
TEXT, use of TUHO / DLIB
Time interrupt TIMO
TIME$, BASIC command TIBP-100
TIME$ ON/OFF/STOP TIMO
Time, reading TIBP-100
Time, setting TIBP-100
Tokens

•
;

;

TMMO / AFWA-100
Transferring control to a machine language program TCML-100
Turning on/off, system POOM
Undefined Function Key, code INHU-100
Values, address, 8085 EFAF / LFBA-100
Variable pointer in BASIC VLFI / PVMO
Variables, finding locations of VLFI
VARPTR, BASIC command VLFI / PVMO
Video-graphics worksheet

# FSMO
WAIT message DLIB-100 / EMBO
Warm start SSFO
Worksheet, graphics FSMO
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Model 100 List of Procedures

by Keyword

ACHT-100 Acoustic Coupler, How to Use, Model 100

ADFW-100 ASCII Characters, What Are They?, Model 100

ADMO Address Organizer, Using, Model 100

AEBP Auto Execute of a BASIC Program, Model 100

AFWA-100
* ****’’******’*’***

ASCII Files, What Are They?, Model 100

AGTU-100 Arrays in BASIC, Using, Model 100

AHTO ADDRSS, How to Get to, Model 100

ALIB-100 Inserting a Line in BASIC, Model 100

ALWI-100 Assembly Language, What is It?, Model 100

ANON Animation, Model 100

AOIB-100 Arithmetic Operations in BASIC, Model 100

BBUS-100 Bulletin Boards, Using, Model 100

BHTO BASIC, How to Get to, Model 100

BPIB-100 Breakpointing in BASIC, Model 100

BSE C-100 To Backspace and Erase Character, Model 100

BSEL-100 To Backspace and Erase Line, Model 100

BSER-100 BS Error, Model 100

CCAM-100 Cassette Connector, Model 100

CFCS-100 Converting the First Character of a String to Numeric in BASIC, Model 100

CFOW-100 Cursor, Finding Out Where It Is In BASIC, Model 100

CHTP-100 Columns, How to Put Things In, in BASIC, Model 100

CLTD-100 Clearing the Display in BASIC, Model 100

CMLO Calling a Machine Language Program in BASIC, Model 100

CMWI Command Mode, What Is It, Model 100

CNER-100 CN Error, BASIC, Model 100

CPCA-100 Centronics (Printer) Cables, Model 100

CPSU-100 CompuServe, Using, Model 100

CRPI-100 Cassette Recorder Plugs, Insertion of, Model 100

CSHT-100 Comparing Strings in BASIC, Model 100

CSNV-100 Converting BASIC Strings to Numeric and Vice Versa, Model 100

CTLC-100 Cassette Tape Loading Difficulties, Model 100

CUSE-100 CHR$ Use, BASIC, Model 100

DDER-100 DD Error, Model 100

DEWI ‘DO‘ Extension, on Model 100 Files, What Is It?

DFMO Date, Finding Out Today’s, Model 100

DiBO Date, in BASIC Program, Model 100

DLBO Drawing Lines and Boxes, Model 100
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DLIB-100
DNAO
DNMO ...

DPHU-100
DSPO ...

DSRC-100
DZER-100
EFAF ....

EMBO ...

EPHT-100
ETIB-100
EYBP-100
FCER-100
FKDB ....

FKMO ...

FMOU ...

FNMO ...

FSMO ....

FSWT ....

FTLO-lOO
FTST-100 .

GHSO ....

HASA-100
IDER- 100 .

IDFK-100 .

INAR-100 .

INHU-100
IOHT-100 .

IPNF-100 .

,

ITEL-100 .

IVHU-100 .

IWAT ....

LBAP-100 .

LBWI ....

LBWT-100
LFBA-100 .

LLBO
LMCO
LMFO ....

LMRO ....

LOHT-100
LSBD ....

LSER-100 .

MAFO ....

MFAL-100
MHTU-100
MIMO
MLIM
MLWM00 .

MMGB ....

MMMO ...

MOBO ....

MOER-100
MOPA
MSLH-100
MTOO

Deleting Lines in BASIC, Model 100
Dialing a Number Automatically, Model 100

Dialing a Number Manually, Model 100
Double-Precision Variables in BASIC, How to Use, Model 100

• • Dumping the Screen to the Printer in BASIC, Model 100
DATA Statements and Related Commands, BASIC, Model 100

Divide by Zero Error, Model 100
8085 Address Format, Model 100

Edit Mode, BASIC, Model 100
Ending a BASIC Program, How to, Model 100

Error Trapping in BASIC, Model 100
Erasing Your BASIC Program, Model 100

FC Error, Model 100
Function Keys, Defining, BASIC, Model 100
Function Key Interrupts, BASIC, Model 100

Files, BASIC, Using, Model 100
Files and File Names, Model 100

Video-Graphics Worksheet, Model 100
Files, Seeing What’s There, Model 100

FOR...TO Loops, BASIC, Okay to Break Out? Model 100
FOR...TO...STEP, BASIC, Model 100

Graphics, High-Speed, Model 100
Amount of Storage in a BASIC Array, How to Find, Model 100

ID Error, Model 100
INPUTting Data From the Keyboard, BASIC, Model 100

Initializing Arrays, BASIC, Model 100
INKEY$, How to Use, BASIC, Model 100

INP, OUT in BASIC, How to Use, Model 100
Integer Portion of a Number, Finding, BASIC, Model 100

IF...THEN...ELSE, BASIC, Model 100
Integer Variables in BASIC, How to Use, Model 100

Interrupts, What Are They?, Model 100
Listing BASIC Programs, Model 100

Low Battery Indicator, What is It?, Model 100
LET, In BASIC, What to Do About It, Model 100

Line Format, BASIC, Model 100
LABEL Line, BASIC, Getting Rid of, Model 100

Loading Machine Language Files from Cassette, Model 100
LOADing Multiple Machine Language Files from Cassette, Model 100

Loading Machine Language Files from Ram, Model 100
Logical Operations in BASIC, Model 100

Loading and Saving a BASIC Program to a Device, Model 100

LS Error, Model 100
Merging BASIC Files, Model 100

Memory, Finding Amount Left, Model 100
Modem, How to Use, Model 100

Modem Interrupt, BASIC, Model 100

Memory Left, in Model 100
Machine Language, What Is It?, Model 100

* Main Menu, Getting Back to, Model 100

Memory Map, Model 100
MOD Operator in BASIC, Model 100

MO Error, Model 100
Pixel Addressing,Model 100

Multiple Statement Lines in BASIC, How to Use, Model 100
Motor, Turning On in BASIC, Model 100
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MWAT-100
NFER-100 .

.

NRER-100 .

ODER-100 .

OGHU-100 .

OMER-100
OSER-100 .

.

OVER-100 .

PHTU-100 .

POOM
PPKU-100 .

.

PROT-100 .

PRUU-100 .

PSMO
PTSC-100 .

.

PVMO ....

QWII-100 ..

RBWI-100 .

RCCO
RCWA-100
RDHT-100 .

RERF
RFDO
RFMO ....

RGER-100
RHSO
RLIB-100 .

RNBL-100
RNCH ....

ROOF-lOO
RSWI-100 .

RUTP-100
RWAT ....

SACW-100
SBPT-100 .

SCHO ....

SCIB-100 .

SCMO ....

SCMU ....

SFLO-100
SGBA ....

SHTG
SHTU-100
SIPS-100 .

.

SLTF
SMLO ....

SNER-100
SPHU-100
SSFA-100 .

SSFO
STAC-100
STER-100
STRD-100
SUBB-100
SUBP-100
TCML-100

Modems, What Are They?, Model 100
’

NF Error, Model 100

NR Error’
Model 100

OD Error, Model 100

ON...GOSUB, ON...GOTO, BASIC, Model 100

0M Error’
Model 100

OS Error, Model 100

OV Error, Model 100

Parentheses, How to Use, Model 100

Power Off and On, Model 100

PEEk and POKE, Using, Model 100

Protecting Memory in BASIC, Model 100

PRINT USING, BASIC, Using, Model 100

PSET, PRESET in BASIC, Model 100

Printing the Screen, Model 100

Passing Variables to Machine Language Programs, Model 100

Quote, in BASIC, What Is It?, Model 100

Reset Button, Where Is It?, Model 100

RS-232-C Connector, Model 100

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

'

• •

'

• • •

.

• • • ROM Calls, What Are They?, Model 100
’ ’ '

’ Random Data, How to Generate, Model 100

Renaming a RAM File, Model 100

RAM File ’
Deleting, Model 100

RAM, Finding MAX, Model 100

RG Error, Model 100

RS-232-C Interface, How to Set, Model 100

Replacing a Line in BASIC, Model 100

Renumbering BASIC lines. Model 100

Reading N Characters, BASIC, Model 100

Rounding Off in BASIC, Model 100

/"/.V.V.V.V. RS-232-C, What Is It?, Model 100

RUNning a BASIC Program, Model 100

Records, What are They?, Model 100

Strings, BASIC, Accessing Characters Within, Model 100

Saving BASIC Programs on Cassette, Model 100

SCHEDL, How to Get to, Model 100

String Concatenation in BASIC, Model 100

Switches and Connectors, Model 100

Schedule Organizer, Using, Model 100

Strings, Finding Length of, BASIC, Model 100

Spaces, Generating in BASIC, Model 100

Sound, How to Generate, Model 100

Strings, BASIC, How to Use, Model 100

Semicolon, In BASIC PRINTs, Model 100

Saving and Loading TEXT Files, Model 100

Saving a Machine Language Program, Model 100

SN Error, Model 100

Single-Precision Variables in BASIC, How to Use, Model 100

String Space, Finding Amount Left, Model 100

Scratch, Starting From, Model 100

Stack; Description, Model 100

• • ST Error, Model 100

STRING$ Command, BASIC, Model 1 00

Subroutines, BASIC, Model 100

Speeding Up Your BASIC Programs, Model 100

.Transferring Control to a Machine Language Program from BASIC, Model 100
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TCNU-100
TEHT
THTO
TIBP-100 .

TIMO ....

TMER-100
TMMO ..

TOCH-lOO
TSPD-100 .

TSTP-100
TUHO ...

UEER-100
ULER-100
UTFB-100

.

VLFI

Two’s Complement Numbers, Using, Model 100
TELCOM, How to Get to, Model 100

TEXT, How to Get to, Model 100
Time, in BASIC Program, Model 100
Time Interrupt, BASIC, Model 100

TM Error, Model 100
Tokens in BASIC, Model 100

Turning on the Computer, How To, Model 100
To Stop the Display in BASIC, All Systems, Model 100

To Stop the Program, Model 100
TEXT, Using, Model 100

UE Error, Model 100
• • • UL Error, Model 100
. Using Trigonometric Functions in BASIC, Model 100

Variable Location in BASIC, Finding. Model 100
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ACHT-100
Acoustic Coupler, How to Use, Model 100

Read procedure MWAT-100 if you know nothing about

modems or acoustic couplers.

Also read procedure RHSO(IOO) to make certain that

your communications parameters are set up properly for

the data communications system you’ll be calling.

The only time you’d want to use an acoustic coupler for

telecommunications with the Model 100 is when you’re at a

remote location with a telephone without a standard

telephone plug. Hotel telephones often have cables that go

directly into the guts of the instrument, for example. If this

is the situation, don’t rip the phone out of the wall as they

do on TV thrillers. You can still use the optional acoustic

coupler for the Model 100 (RS 26-3805). One

disadvantage of any acoustic coupler is that it’s more prone

to noise than a direct connect modem. Another

disadvantage on the Model 100 is that you cannot

automatically dial a number.

Follow these steps to use the acoustic coupler on the

Model 100:

1. Set the DIR/ACP switch on the left-hand side of the

Model 100 to ACP, or Acoustic Coupler.

2. Plug the connector on the acoustic coupler cable into

the PHONE connector on the rear of the Model 100.

3. On the other end of the acoustic coupler cable are two

cups. Slip the “microphone” cup over the microphone of

the telephone receiver. The microphone end ofthe receiver

is the end you talk into, the end with the cord. Slip the other

cup over the receiver end of the telephone receiver, the end

that you’d normally have next to your ear.

5. You’re now ready to dial a Bulletin Board system,

CompuServe, or other data communications system. Setup

your modem this way:

A. Ifyou are originating the call, set the modem
switch for ANS/ORIG on the left-hand side of

the Model 100 to “Originate”. ACHT
6. Enter TELCOM by procedure TEHT(100). ADFW
7. You do not have automatic dialing when using the

acoustic coupler, therefore you must dial manually. Slip off

the cup for the receiver. Dial up the number of the Bulletin

Board or network while listening on the phone. After the

phone is answered, you hear a pause followed by a high-

pitched whine of the ‘carrier’ frequency. Take your time

(you have a minute or so), and slip back the cup over the

receiver portion of the handset.

8. Press Function Key 4 (TERM) to enter ‘terminal

mode.’ You should see a new set of labels above the

Function Key indicators:

Prev Down Up Full Bye

9. Press Function Key 4 (FULL/HALF) depending upon

whether the communications system uses ‘full’ or ‘half

duplex’. Pressing Function Key 4 will ‘toggle’ the setting

between full and half duplex. Most systems will use full

duplex, so use that option if you aren’t certain.

10. You should now see the prompt message of the

Bulletin Board or network on the screen. If you do not, try

typing ENTER a few times. If you still have trouble, review

the steps above, and try again with another system

(preferably). If you do see data on the screen, but it’s

garbled, go to procedure RHSO(IOO). If you see

meaningful data, continue with the procedure for Bulletin

Boards (BBUS-100) or CompuServe (CPSU-100).

ADFW-100
ASCII Characters, What Are They?, Model 100

ASCII refers to the code used to represent alphabetic,

numeric, or special characters. It is a “7-bit” code, with the

upper, or most significant bit, not used. This means that

values of 0 through 127 are valid ASCII characters.

“ASCII”, however, has been expanded to include 8-bit

characters in many machines. The Model 100 can generate

all 256 codes from 0 through 255 by either a single

keypress or by combinations of two keys. Codes from 128

through 255 are graphics shapes and are always generated

by the GRPH key plus another keyboard character. This

means that all displayable characters can be generated

from within BASIC or other programs. Codes for the

Model 100 are shown in Table ADFW- 100-1.

The codes lower than 32 decimal (20H) are called

“control codes” because they are set aside for special

functions such as “line feeds” (ejecting paper from a

printer), “carriage returns” (start at beginning of line) or

“move cursor”. Although these codes can be generated by

using the CTRL key and another key on the Model 100; by

ESC; and by arrow keys, they will not display.

All the TRS-80 systems use ASCII in BASIC and other

applications to represent alphabetic, numeric, and special

characters.

Table ADFW-lOO-1 — Model 100 ASCII Codes

DISPLAYED KEYBOARD
DECIMAL HEX CHARACTER CHARACTER

0 00 CTRL @
1 ir~ CTRL A
2 02 CTRL B

3 03 CTRL C

4 04 CTRL D

5 05 CTRL E

6 06 CTRL F

7 07 CTRL G

8 08 CTRL H
9 09 CTRL I

10 0A CTRL J

11 0B CTRL _K
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DISPLAYED KEYBOARD
DECIMAL HEX CHARACTER CHARACTER
IM
-

6C 1 L

Ttt 6D m M

110 6E n N

111 6F 0 0

112 70 P P

113 71 Q Q
ll4 72 r R

115 73 8 S

116 74 t T

117 75 U U

118 76 V V

119 77 w w

120 78 X X

121 79 Y Y

122 7A Z Z

123 7B { GRPH 9

124 7C
i

i GRPH-
12 5 7D 1 GRPH 0

126 7E GRPH [

127 7F DEL

128 80 ills
GRPH p

12 9 81 gj GRPH m
n?
—

82 GRPH f

131 83 £ GRPH x

132 84 jg* GRPH c

133 85 GRPH a

134 86 4 GRPH h

135 87
:s
:i£ GRPH t

136 88 \
GRPH 1

137 89 v GRPH r

138 8A * GRPH /

139 8B E GRPH 8

140 8C GRPH
'

141 8D + GRPH =

142 8E ; GRPH i

143 8F 4 GRPH e

144 90 £jt GRPH y

145 91 r:! GRPH u

146 92 GRPH :

147 93 GRPH q
148 94 GRPH v
149 95 GRPH b

150 96 ¥ GRPH n

151 97 % GRPH .

152 98 1 GRPH o

153 99 GRPH ,

154 9A - GRPH 1

155 9B 4- GRPH k

DISPLAYED KEYBOARD
DECIMAL HEX CHARACTER CHARACTER
156 9C 5 GRPH 2

9D GRPH 3

158 9E n GRPH 4

159 9F 0 GRPH 5

160 A0
t CODE

'

161 A1 a CODE x

162 A2 5 CODE c

163 A3 t GRPH 8

164 A4 % CODE "

165 A5 P CODE M

166 A6 CODE )

167 A7 •sr CODE

168 A8 4- CODE +

169 A9 f. CODE s

TW~ AA y CODE R

171 AB ip CODE C

172 AC '/4 CODE P

173 AD Va CODE ;

174 AE '/2 CODE /

175 AF It CODE 0

176 B0 ± . GRPH 7

177 B1 CODE A
178 B2 0 CODE 0

179 B3 u CODE U

180 B4 % GRPH 6

181 B5 CODE t

182 B6 a CODE a

183 B7 0 CODE o

184 B8 u CODE u

185 B9 B CODE S

186 BA M CODE T

187 BB (t CODE d

188 BC h CODE ,

189 BD h CODE v

190 BE
•• CODE »

191 BF ~T~ CODE F

192 C0 & CODE 1

193 Cl £ CODE 3

194 C2 i CODE 8

195 C3 6 CODE 9

196 C4 & CODE 7

197 C5
* CODE -

198 C6 e CODE e

199 C7 i CODE i

200 C8 4 CODE q

201 C9
r
1 CODE k

202 CA 6 CODE 1

203 CB a CODE j

ADFW

ADFW
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DECIMAL HEX
DISPLAYED
CHARACTER

KEYBOARD
CHARACTER DECIMAL HEX

DISPLAYED KEYBOARD
CHARACTER CHARACTER

2 04 cc y CODE y 230 E6 GRPH "

2 05 CD n CODE n 231 E7 GRPH Q
2 06 CE 'a CODE z

207 CF 0 CODE . 2 32 E8 GRPH W
233 E9 1 GRPH E

208 D0 A CODE ! 234 EA 1 GRPH R
D1 l II 11 235 EB r GRPH A

210 D2 l CODE * 236 EC * GRPH S
211 D3 6 CODE ( 237 ED h GRPH D
212 D4 0 CODE & 238 EE J GRPH F
213 D5 i CODE I 239 EF GRPH X
214 D6 E CODE E
215 D7 t CODE D 2 40 F0 r GRPH U

2 41 FI — GRPH P
216 D8 k CODE 0 242 F2 T GRPH 0
217 D9 I CODE K 243 F3 T GRPH I
218 DA 6 CODE L 2 44 F4 H GRPH J
219 DB ti CODE J 2 45 F5 1 GRPH :

220 DC Y CODE Y 2 46 F6 L GRPH M
221 DD U CODE < 2 47 F7 J GRPH >
222 DE E CODE V
223 DF A CODE X 2 48 F8 JL GRPH <

249 F9 GRPH L
224 E0 GRPH Z 2 50 FA + GRPH K
225 El GRPH 1 2 51 FB V GRPH H
226 E2 GRPH (a 2 52 FC GRPH T
227 E3 GRPH # 2 53 FD GRPH G
228 E4 GRPH $ 2 54 FE K GRPH Y
22 9 E5 GRPH % 255 FF m GRPH C

ADMO
Address Organizer, Using, Model 100

Like SCHEDL, there’s no mystique about ADDRSS.
It’s simply a way to go through a large file of addresses
called ADRS.DO and pull out the ones that you’re
interested in, grouped by special symbol or date. It’s akin
to searching through a stack of 3 inch by 5 inch index cards
on which you have names, addresses, and telephone
numbers. The ADDRSS program is the device by which all

of the appropriate cards are pulled out and laid down in a

row for you to see.

The Address Organizer ADDRSS is really nothing more
than an applications program that is geared to searching

for strings of characters and displaying them on the screen.

It operates similarly to Search in TEXT (see TUHO, this

section), but displays as many occurrences of the string as

it finds, on a line basis.

Suppose that you had the file ADRS.DO, generated as a

list of names, addresses, and telephone numbers. It looks

like this:

Why tset- Jones , Percy, CBE, 1234 Hedley,
Twinkley-on-Thames

,
Whitcombshire, Great oritain

: 1-032- 343- 87 6- 887 7:

Ralston, Billy Joe Bob, 111 East Texan Forever Drive,
Fort Worth, TX 76102 : 1-817-555t 12 12 :

See AHTO(IOO) to find out how to get into ADDRSS.

Use a colon to bracket telephone numbers: As any
ADRS.DO file can be used to automatically dial up the
number by the TELCOM program in the Model 100, and
because TELCOM assumes a telephone number is

bracketed by colons, always use this format if there’s any
chance you’ll be using the auto dial feature (see DNAO,
this section).

Cheddar, M.
, 444 North Compasset, Radical, WI 53181

: 1-414-555-12 12:

. . . plus many more.

The file consists of a number of entries. Each entry is

terminated by an ENTER and consists of one or more
lines. Another word for the entry is a “record”. See
RWAT(IOO).

You could easily use ADDRSS to find and list the

telephone number of Billy Joe Bob Ralston by “Finding”

Billy Joe Bob (a somewhat unique name), Finding all Fort

Worth addresses, or Finding all 76102 Zip Code lines.

Use a dash between area codes, etc: Again, the
format is established by TELCOM. If you’ll never be using
TELCOM to dial numbers from the ADRS.DO file, don’t
worry about this, but otherwise use a dash where you would
normally put a space.

To Find information in an existing ADRS.DO file:

1. After the

Schd:

prompt, press FI.
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2. You’ll now see

Schd: Find

3. Enter a string of characters to be found. If you wanted
a list of all 76102 Zip Code telephone numbers, for

example, you might enter 76102. In this example, you’d

then see:

Schd: Find 76102
Ralston, Billy Joe Bob, 111 East Texan Forever Drive,
Fort Worth, TX 76102 :l-817-555rl2 12

:

Of course, if there were other addresses with a 76 102 Zip

Code, you’d see a number of them listed at the same time.

The case — upper or lower — is ignored in the search.

4. At this point either all lines with the “Find” string have

been displayed, or there are too many lines to display on
the screen. In the latter case, you’ll see the message:

More Quit

above Function Key indicators F3 and F4. To see more of

the list, press Function Key F3. To quit, press Function

Key F4.

5. When all items have been displayed, the prompt
message:

Schd:

will reappear.

As a second example of searching, suppose that you had
wanted to find someone’s name, but couldn’t remember it,

although you knew that he lived on a street that started

with “Com”. Entering

Schd: Find Com

would have resulted in

Why tset- Jones, Percy, CMBE 1234 Hedley,
Tvinkley-on- Thames

,
Whitcombshire, Great Britain

: 1-032-343- 87 6- 887 7:

Cheddar, M. , 444 North Compasset, Radical, WI 33181
: 1-414- 555t 12 12:

All entries with the character string “COM”, “com”,
“Com” or any combination of upper and lower case
characters were found.

To scan the entire ADRS.DO file:

1. After the

Schd:

prompt, press FI.

2. You’ll now see

Schd: Find

3. Press ENTER. This essentially says, find everything.

4. The first lines of the ADRS.DO file will then be
displayed. At this point either all lines of the ADRS.DO file

have been displayed, in a short file, or there are too many
lines to display on the screen. In the latter case, you’ll see
the message:

More Quit

above Function Key indicators F3 and F4. To see more of

the list, press Function Key F3. To quit, press Function
Key F4.

5. When all items have been displayed, the prompt
message

Schd:

is again displayed.

To list items on the printer: Do the same thing as in

the two procedures above, but press Function Key F5
(LFND) instead of Function Key FI (FIND). The list will

be printed on the system line printer without pauses.

To update the ADRS.DO file: Use theTEXT program
operating on File ADRS.DO. See TUHO(IOO).

AEBP
Auto Execute of a BASIC Program, Model 100

To automatically execute a BASIC program whenever
power is turned on, do this:

1. Load BASIC (see BHTO, this section).

2. Construct or load the BASIC program for automatic
execution.

3. SAVE the program from BASIC.

4. Execute:

IPL"name"

where “name” is the program name.

5. Turn off the power.

6. When power is again turned on, the program named
under IPL will execute. The IPL stands for “Initial

Program Load”.

7. As long as you remain in BASIC with the IPL program
loaded, powering off and then on will automatically execute

the IPL program.

AFWA-1 00
ASCII Files, What Are They?, Model 100

Read ADFW-100 if you don’t know what ASCII
characters are.

ASCII files are made up of ASCII characters from 32
decimal (20H) through 127 decimal (7FH), in addition to

special control codes such as carriage return (ODH). No
other codes are used, in most cases. This means that the
file is “displayable” on the video screen or “printable” on
the system line printer. ASCII files take up more space
than an “encoded” type of file, but can easily be examined
by display or printing.

Model 100 BASIC and other programs work with a

ADMO

ADMO
AEBP
AFWA
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ALWI-1 00 Model 100. There certainly will be, however, as the

Assembly Language, What is It?, Model 100 “hooks” (BASIC CALL command and others) are in Model

100 BASIC.

Read MLWI-100, “Machine Language, What is It?, Assembly language programming for the Model 100 is

Model 100
. completely feasible. There are many assemblers for the

Now read procedure ALWI in the main section, bearing 8085 microprocessor, and they could very easily be

in mind that assembly language for the Model 100 will be adapted for the Model 100.

similar, but not identical to the example in the procedure.

At this time of writing, there is no assembler for the

ANON
Animation, Model 100

Read GHSO for explanations of high-speed graphics.

Normal SET/RESET graphics are not fast enough for

effective animation.

The fastest graphics are done by assembly language, and

it may benefit you to learn assembly language if you have

more than a casual interest in graphics.

If you are working in BASIC, use the string method
explained in GHSO to move predefined figures. One of the

best methods is described in GHSO, where a single string

defines an entire figure. The figure can easily be moved
around by using a moving starting position for the string

and drawing the string at a series of locations, erasing any

old pattern, as shown in Figure ANON-1.

Figure ANON-1 — Animation in the Model 100

CHR$(254) CHR$(252) CHR$(254)
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100 FISH FIGURE
110 CLS
120 A$*CHR$(254)+CHR$(2 52)+CHR$C2 54)

130 B$“CHR$ (251) +CHR$ (2 53 ) +CHR$ (2 51

)

140 FOR X-200 TO 235
150 PRINT ex-1," : PRINT @X+39,"

160 PRINT @280 ,CHR$(13)

170 PRINT @X,A$;

180 PRINT ex+40 ,B$;

190 FOR Z-0 TO 30: NEXT Z

200 IF RND( 1 ) > *5 . THEN 220
210 PRINT @. X-37 ,"o";

220 NEXT X
230 GOTO 110

AGTU
AHTO
ALIB

ALWI

AOIB-IOO
Arithmetic Operations in BASIC, Model 100

ANON

Read procedure AOIB in the main section. Arithmetic

operations in the Model 1 00 are identical to the procedures

discussed in AOIB.

ANON
AOIB
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BBUS-100
Bulletin Boards, Using, Model 100

Read the first part of procedure BBUS in the main
section for general background on bulletin boards.

Read procedure MHTU-100 or ACHT-100 for the
procedure in dialing up bulletin boards. Use the ADRS.DO
file to auto- dial the bulletin board number.

BHTO
BASIC, How to Get to, Model 100

If you have the main menu on your screen, you’ll see the
words “BASIC TEXT TELCOM ADDRSS” on the
second line of the screen. Position the shadow area, the
cursor, over the word BASIC by using the arrow keys to the
upper right of the keyboard. Now press ENTER. You

BPIB-100
Breakpointing in BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure BPIB in the main section; the
information there applies to breakpointing BASIC in the
Model 100 as well.

BSEC-100
To Backspace and Erase Character, Model 100

Use the DEL BKSP key (without SHIFT) or the left

arrow key.

BSEL-100
To Backspace and Erase Line, Model 100

To completely erase the current line, press SHIFT
followed by BREAK/PAUSE.

BSER-1 00
BS Error, Model 100

See BSER in main section.
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CCAM-100
Cassette Connector, Model 100 Figure CCAM-100-1 — Cassette Connector Pins

The cassette connector on the Model 100 is a “superset”

of the connector for the Models I, III, and Color

Computer. If you are wiring your own connector, use the

“thin-walT (metal) version of a standard 5-pin DIN male

audio plug (Radio Shack 274-003) to fit the cassette

connector.

Refer to Figure CCAM-100-1. Pins 1 and 3 connect to an

internal relay and can be used as a programmable switch

for low-voltage, low-current applications. Do not use for

over 12 volts dc and 1/2 ampere or so. If you connect a

milling machine to these pins, you will be responsible for

the results. These pins normally control the cassette

REMote input to turn the recorder on and off.

Pins 2 and 6 are signal ground. Pin 4 is the input to the

computer from the EARphone jack of the recorder. Pin 5 is

the output from the computer to the AUXiliary input of the

recorder. Pins 7 and 8 are not connected. See CRPI-100 for

a description of cassette recorder plugs.

A STANDARD 5-PINW
DIN PINS

ON RECORDER

CFCS-100
Converting the First Character of a String to

Numeric in BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure CFCS in the main section. Model 100
use of ASC is identical.

CFOW-1 00
Cursor, Finding Out Where It Is In BASIC, Model
100

Suppose you’re doing a general input operation in

BASIC and want to find out the current cursor position.

The POS function will tell you where that blinkin’ light is on
the row:

100 A-POSC0)

stores the current cursor position along the row in variable

A The “(0)” is a “dummy” argument that really doesn’t do
anything.

CHTP-100 character positions 0 and 14, with the first position
Columns, Howto Put Things In, in BASIC, Model 100 numbered 0. TABs can be done from 0 through 255 with

TAB(O) through TAB(39) going onto one line. PRINT
Read procedure CHTP in the main section. Columnating USING can be used as in other systems,

data for the Model 100 in BASIC is identical to the way it’s

done in the other machines. Print zones for commas are at

The position will correspond to the character position

along the row and will be 0 through 39.

POS is handy for columnating data (see CHTP-100) or

for word-processing applications.

The CSRLIN command will tell you the line number of

the cursor:

200 B=CSRLIN

This function doesn’t need a dummy argument and
returns a line number of 0 through 7.

CLTD-1 00
Clearing the Display in BASIC, Model 100

To clear the display while in BASIC, enter CLS.

This action clears the display and positions the cursor to

the upper-left corner after an “OK”. Any BASIC program
remains intact.

CCAM
CFCS
CFOW
CHTP
CLTD
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CMLO
Calling a Machine Language Program in BASIC,
Model 100

If you want to interface to a machine language program
from BASIC, follow these steps:

1. Assemble or translate the machine language code to

be loaded so that it will run properly at the location inRAM
memory you desire. This is the hardest part of the task.

Currently there is no assembler for the Model 100. Look to

books on 8080/8085 assembly language to tell you howto
do this.

2. Protect the memory into which the machine language

program is to be loaded by the procedure given in

PROT-100.

3.

Put the machine language code into the area of RAM
memory required. This can be done by loading a machine
language file (see LMCO or LMRO in this section), by
POKEing the machine language code (see PPKU-100), or

by other means.

4.

Write your BASIC program so that it includes the

following statements:

110 CALL MMMMM,A,HLHLH

In the statements above, MMMMM is the address of the

start of the machine language code in decimal. This is the

area in RAM memory into which the machine language

code is located. The optional “A” operand is a numeric

constant, variable, or expression from 0 through 255. It

denotes the value that will be put into the 8085 A register

before the CALL is performed. The optional “HLHLH”
operand is a numeric constant, variable, or expression from

-32768 through 65535. It denotes the values that will go

into the HL register before the CALL is made. The two

optional operands are only used to transfer “parameters”

to the machine language subroutine if required (see

PVMO in this section). The CALL will take the machine

language address MMMMM and “call” that location,

saving the return point of the next BASIC statement after

the USR call.

Here's an example: We have a simple assembly language

program to fill the first 256 character positions of the

screen with asterisks, shown in Figure CMLO-1. This has

been translated to machine code decimal values as given in

procedure CFHD(main sequence), and incorporated into

BASIC DATA statements as shown below. The BASIC
code to relocate the machine code and to call the machine
language program is shown below. (Note: The screen area

will be updated after BASIC program execution.)

90 CLEAR 100,59999
100 REM DEFINE ML CODE

110 DATA 6 ,0,33,0,2 54,54,42 ,5*200
120 DATA 35,195,101 ,234

130 REM MOVE THE CODE TO 60000
140 FOR 1-60000 TO 60000+12
150 READ A:POKE I,A
160 NEXT I

170 REM CALL THE ML SUBROUTINE AT 60000
180 CALL 60000
190 REM RETURN AT THIS POINT

Figure CMLO-1 — Screen Program in Assembly
Language

; 8085 AL PROGRAM TO FILL 256 ASTERISKS TO SCREEN BUF
60000 06 00 MVI
60002 21 00 FE LXI
60005 36 2A LOOP MVI
60007 05 DCR

INX
65 EA JMP

B,0 ;0 TO B REGISTER
H, SCREEN ; SCREEN BUF TO HL
M, ;ASTERISK TO SCREEN
B ; DECREMENT COUNT

; RETURN IF DONE
H INCREMENT HL
LOOP ; CONTINUE

CMWI
Command Mode, What Is It, Model 100

Most BASIC commands can be executed after the OK
prompt in BASIC. If, for example, you want to output
characters to the line printer, you could do

OK
LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(31);

or you could do

0K
FOR 1=31000 to 31005 : PRINT PEEK(I) , :NEXT I

Executing BASIC commands immediately in this

fashion often is a great convenience, as you don’t have to

alter any BASIC program.

CNER-IOO
CN Error, BASIC, Model 100

See CNER in main section.

CPCA-1 OO
Centronics (Printer) Cables, Model 100

The 26 pin-connector on the rear of the Model 100 uses

the same Centronics bus signals as other Radio Shack

systems, but they are arranged in a different configuration.

Read procedure CPCA in the main section, but bear in

mind that the Model 100 printer “pin-out” is different. I’d

advise buying the standard Radio Shack cable for printer

connections.
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CPSU-100
CompuServe, Using, Model 100

Read the first part of procedure CPSU in the main
section for general background on CompuServe.

Read procedure MHTU-100 or ACHT-100 for the

procedure in dialing up CompuServe. Use the ADRS.DO
file to auto-dial your local CompuServe number.

Read the latter part of procedure CPSU for information

on CompuServe actions once you have reached the service.

CRPI-100
Cassette Recorder Plugs, Insertion of, Model 100

Figure CRPI-1 (main section) shows the correct

insertion of cassette recorder plugs on the typical cassette

recorders for the Model 100.

A good tip: Remember the mnemonic device “black is

back”; the large black plug goes into the jack furthest to the

rear of most recorders.

CSHT-100
Comparing Strings in BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure CSHT. It applies equally well to the

Model 100.

CMLO
CMWI
CNER
CPCA

CSNV-1 00
Converting BASIC Strings to Numeric and Vice
Versa, Model 100

Read procedure CSNV in the main section. The use of

VAL and STR$ is the same in the Model 100.

CTLC-1 00
Cassette Tape Loading Difficulties, Model 100

If you have difficulties loading a cassette tape file, try

these cures:

CPSU
CRPI
CSHT
CSNV

1 CTLC
4. If you are near a monitor or television receiver,

physically relocate the cassette recorder away from the CUSE
television or monitor as far as possible. Try either side of

the television or monitor; there may be interference from
the flyback transformer or other electronics.

1. Make certain the tape is positioned properly by
removing the EAR output plug and REM plug and
listening to the file. Position the tape right before the file

and try again.

2. Temporarily remove the AUX input from the cassette

recorder and try again.

3. Check the volume control setting. Try various levels.

5. Are you using a high-quality tape? It may pay to get a

“certified” cassette tape such as Radio Shack’s 26-301 or

26-302. Certified tapes have been tested to ensure that

there are no “dropouts” — points on the tape where the

magnetic material is thin or non-existent.

Recommended volume setting for Model 100: 7 on scale

of 10.

CUSE-100
CHR$ Use, BASIC, Model 100

See procedure CUSE in the main section for a

discussion of CHR$; operation is identical on the Model
100 .
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DDER-100
DD Error, Model 100

See DDER in main section.

DEWI
“DO” Extension, on Model 100 Files, What Is It?

The file name extension “.DO” stands for “Document”

and means that the file is a text file (see AFWA-100).

DFMO
Date, Finding Out Today’s, Model 100

Method One: The menu display has the date, day, and

time on the first line. See DIBO(IOO) and TIBP-100 to set

these parameters.

Method Two: Use DATE$ in BASIC, and the current

DIBO
Date, in BASIC Program, Model 100

The DATES function gets the date in the format

MM/DD/YY. The current date, of course, must be valid;

this means that the date must have been entered sometime

previously by DATE$=“MM/DD/YY” either in the

command mode or in the program. The date is

automatically changed at midnight. (If you’re in

Milwaukee, you might consider staying up for the event. . .)

Note that even when the power switch is off, the Model 100

updates both time and date.

date will be returned. You can use it as any other character

string:

100 A$=DATE$ get date

Once entered, the date, day, and time will remain

accurate unless MEMORY PO\VER is turned off (SSFO

in this section) or unless a cold start is done.

To reset the date on the Model 100, go to BASIC and

then enter the current date in this format:

date$«"mm/dd/yy"

where MM, DD, and YY are the month, day, and year, each

in two digits (use a leading 0 if necessary, as in 01/02/82).

The DAYS function gets the current day of the week. It’s

a 3 -character string of Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, or

Sun. Again, enter the current day by DAY$=“DDD”.
Again, the day of the week is updated at (ominous sound of

clock. . .) MIDNIGHT!

DDER
DEWI
DFMO
DIBO
DLBO
DLIB

DLBO
Drawing Lines and Boxes, Model 100

See GHSO(IOO) for information on high-speed graphics.

LINE: LINE should be called, “LINEBOXFILLED-
INBOX”.
LINE will draw a line between any two points, as in

100 LINE (20 ,60)-(40 ,50)

which draws a straight line between graphics points 20,60

and 40,40 (see MOPA in this section).

The average line is drawn in about 54 milliseconds and

the worst case is about 100 milliseconds, about 20 times

faster than the fastest BASIC line drawing routine.

There is an optional parameter which can be used at the

end of the LINE command. If the parameter is an odd

value, the points of the line will be set; ifthe parameter is an

even value, the points of the line will be reset:

100 LINE (20 ,60)- (40 ,50) ,1 'set line

100 LINE (2 0,60)- (40 ,50) ,0 'reset line

LINE will also draw a box (rectangle) outline. In this case

the two coordinates specify the opposing corners of the

box.

100 (50,50)-(60,60),l,B 'B specifies box

100 (50 ,50)- (60 ,60) ,0 ,B 'reset box

The box is drawn at speeds comparable to drawing four

lines.

A third use is in drawing a “filled-in” box. The filled-in

box is, of course, a lot slower (the time may go over ten

seconds for large boxes), but still excellent for such a

powerful command:

100 (50 ,50)- (60 ,60) ,1 ,BF 'BF is filled-in box

Using an odd “switch” value resets the points in a filled-in

box.

DLIB-100
Deleting Lines in BASIC, Model 100

For a single line: Type in line number alone. Line will be

deleted.

For multiple lines: Use the Edit mode in BASIC. To get

into the Edit Mode while in BASIC, enter

EDIT

This will bring you into the TEXT Editor, and you can

edit using the commands in TUHO(IOO). To get back to

BASIC, press Function Key F8. If you want to edit only a

portion of the BASIC program enter

EDIT linel-line2

EDIT -line2
EDIT linel-
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These commands establish a “range” of lines for the
edit. The first edit is of linel through line2, the second is of
every line from beginning to line2, and the last is from linel
through the end of the program.

Here’s one kicker in using the TEXT Editor The TEXT
editor works with ASCII (see ADFW-100) while the
BASIC interpreter works with BASIC “tokens” (see

TMMO in this section). When going from the BASIC
interpreter to the Text Editor, the BASIC lines are
converted to ASCII; when re-entering the BASIC
interpreter from the text editor, the ASCII is reconverted.
This is all done smoothly, but it does take some time, which
might be apparent for longer BASIC programs by the
“WAIT” message on the last line of the display.

DNAO
Dialing a Number Automatically, Model 100

You can dial any number from an ADRS.DO file. Follow
the steps in procedure MHTU under Dialing a number
from a RAM file. In this case you’ll be searching for a
number without a following “<>”, but with colons at the
front and back of the number. (The “<>” causes entry into
the “Terminal Mode”, and you don’t want that.) When

DNMO
’ “

Dialing a Nutnber Manually, Model 100

you’ve found the number in the ADRS.DO file, simply
press Function Key 2 (CALL); you’ll see the number
displayed as it is dialed. Before the number completes,
pick up the phone and you’ll be connected.

This procedure is handy for dialing many numbers that
are contained in the ADRS.DO file. Almost as handy as
dialing them from an automatic dialing machine. . .

4.

After the Call prompt, type the number to dial,
followed by ENTER.

To dial a telephone number using TELCOM:

1. Hook up the Modem Cable as described in MHTU-
100 .

2. Get to TELCOM by TEHT(IOO).

3. Press Function Key 2 (CALL).

5. You’ll see the numbers displayed after the message
“Calling”.

6. If you don’t pick up the phone before the end of the
call, you’ll be disconnected.

7 . Why not try just dialing the number from your Touch-
tone phone?

DPHU-100
Double-Precision Variables in BASIC, How to Use,
Model 100

Double-precision variables are the “default” variable
type. If you do not explicitly define a variable as integer
(see IVHU-100), single-precision (see SPHU-100), or
string (see SHTU-100), then it is a double-precision
variable.

Double-precision variables use a similar floating-point
implementation as single-precision variables (SPHU-100),
but extend the number of decimal digits to 14. Double-
precision variables take up 8 bytes of storage and should
be used only when great accuracy is required as storage
and processing time is greater than other types of
variables.

Specify a double-precision variable after a DEFSNG,
DEFINT, or DEFSTRbythe suffix A# and BB# are

double-precision variables:

90 DEFSNG A-C
100 A#«12 34 .4444444445.
110 BB#=2 34/ .09888

A range of double-precision variables may be specified
by the DEFDBL command. DEFDBL A-G, for example,
specifies all variables starting with A through G as double
precision; AS, FD, and GG would be double precision in
this case.

Using a suffix of “D” also denotes a double-precision
number, in this case with scientific notation (see AOIB).

100 A=123456.789D+17

Bear in mind again that you don’t have to use the
suffix to specify double precision. If you don’t use any
suffix, you’ll automatically get a double-precision variable.

DSPO
Dumping the Screen to the Printer in BASIC, Model
100

Executing

lcopy

will “dump” the current text on the screen to the system
line printer. Characters that are not printable characters
will be ignored.

Pressing the PRINT key will do the same thing.
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DSRC-100
DATA Statements and Related Commands, BASIC,
Model 100

Read procedure DSRC in the main section; the

information on DATA statements and related commands
applies exactly to the Model 100.

DZER-1 00
Divide by Zero Error, Model 100

See DZER in main section.

DLIB
DNAO
DNMO
DPHU
DSPO

DSRC
DZER
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EFAF
8085 Address Format, Model 100

Confused about storing CALL addresses or getting

string addresses? It isn’t bad enough that you have to

convert between decimal and hexadecimal, but then the

darn things are reversed! Sorry, that’s the way the 8085

microprocessor in the Model 100 works. It looks for an

address value least significant byte followed by most

significant byte. If you had these values in two memory

EMBO
Edit Mode, BASIC, Model 100

See procedure TUHO(IOO) for use of the Model 100

Text Editor.

To enter TEXT from BASIC use

EDIT
EDIT linel- line2

EDIT - line2

or

EPHT-1 00
Ending a BASIC Program, How to, Model 100

Read procedure EPHT in the main section; the

information there applies to the Model 100 as well.

ETIB-IOO
Error Trapping in BASIC, Model 100

Read ETIB in the main section. All commands except

ERR$ (Model II) apply.

EYBP-100
Erasing Your BASIC Program, Model 100

Enter NEW. NEW “reinitializes” the BASIC interpreter

“pointers”, in effect erasing your program. The string

space allocation is kept the same as established in CLEAR
(see OSER-lOO).

locations,

100,128

then the memory address represented would be 128 (most

significant byte), 100 (least signicant byte) or 128*256+100
or 33,024 decimal (see CFHD in the main section). All two-

byte memory addresses are arranged in that fashion,
and

you’ll have to store them this way for machine language

functions.

EDIT linel

EDIT without arguments will edit the entire program.

EDIT with line numbers will edit a “range of lines”. The

minus sign stands for “all lines from the beginning” (-line2)

or “all lines to end” (linel-). To return to BASIC at any

time in the TEXT edit, simply press Function Key F8.

You’ll see a “WAIT” messageWhen going back to BASIC
from TEXT as the ASCII file in TEXT is reconverted to

BASIC tokens (see TMMO in this section). This is normal.

EFAF
EMBO
EPHT
ETIB
EYBP
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FCER-100
FC Error, Model 100

See FCER in main section.

FKDB
Function Keys, Defining, BASIC, Model 100

Want to define the 8 Function Keys to automatically

generate a string of up to 15 characters when pressed in

BASIC? Do a

KEY n, "string”

Thereafter, every time the nth Function Key is pressed

the string of characters “string” will be generated, just as if

you had typed them in from the keyboard.

KEY 3,"?DAY$,DATE$"+CHR$(13)

for example, will display

?DAY$,DATE$, followed by ENTER

after you press Function Key 3 in BASIC. (The question

mark is an abbreviation for PRINT.) This will let you print

out the day of the week and date with a simple keypress.

You can redefine the keys at will by new KEY
commands.

To reset all keys, do

CALL 23164,0 ,23366
CALL 27795.

What is this CALL action? The CALL calls a ROM
subroutine (see RCWA-100) in the BASIC interpreter that

will reset the key definitions.

To see the current key definitions, do

KEY LIST

FKMO
Function Key Interrupts, BASIC, Model 100

The Model 100 contains 8 Function Keys that can be

activated for “interrupts”. From 1 to 8 of the Function

Keys can be linked to a BASIC subroutine so that any time

one of the Function Keys is pressed, the corresponding

BASIC subroutine is entered. This enables the user to

define his own “labels” and functions for the Function

Keys, depending upon his BASIC applications program.

You could define Function Key 1 as “add entry to a mailing

list”, Function Key 2 as “delete mailing list entry”, and so

forth.

If you don’t know how a “computed GOSUB” works,

read procedure OGHU-IOO. The command for defining

one or more Function Keys is

ON KEY GOSUB line#l , line#2 , . . . , line#8

BASIC command. Thereafter, any time a Function Key is

pressed during any portion of a BASIC program, there’ll be

an automatic transfer to the corresponding Function Key

subroutine.

To disable all ON KEY interrupts, do

KEY OFF

To enable all again, do

KEY ON

To enable or disable individual keys, do

KEY (n) ON
KEY (n) OFF

FCER
FKDB
FKMO
FMOU

where n is the key number, 1 through 8.

To disable the ON KEY interrupts, but cause the Model

100 to remember that the interrupt occurred, do

It works similarly to an ON n GOSUB. One to 8 line

numbers correspond to Function Keys 1 through 8. Use

commas if the keys are undefined.

100 ON KEY GOSUB 1000 ,2 000 ,1050 , ,3000

defines the subroutine starting at line number 1000 for

Function Key 1, the subroutine starting at line number

2000 for Function Key 2, the subroutine starting at line

number 1050 for Function Key 3, nothing for Function Key

4, the subroutine starting at line number 3000 for Function

Key 5, and nothing for Function Keys 6 through 8.

Once the Function Keys have been “defined”, you must

enable them by a

KEY ON

KEY STOP

When the interrupt is again enabled by KEY ON, the

KEY STOP command causes an immediate GOSUB
action to the ON KEY subroutine. Suppose that you had

the Function Keys defined, but then disabled them by

KEY OFF. Ifyou pressed one or more of the keys, and then

enabled them by KEY ON, nothing would happen.

However, if you had disabled the Function Keys by KEY
STOP, pressed a key, and again enabled the keys by KEY
ON, an immediate GOSUB for the pressed key would

occur after the KEY ON.

Note that changing the Function Key definitions via ON
KEY GOSUB alters the “normal” definitions, such as

getting back to the menu by pressing Function Key 8, and

so forth.

FMOU
Files, BASIC, Model 100, Using

Data files may be constructed, read, and updated in

BASIC on the Model 100. These BASIC files are a type of

file known as “sequential” files. Sequential files are easy to

use, easy to decode on LISTings and other inspection

methods, and eas(ier) to understand than other types of

files. On the other hand, sequential files are just that —
sequential. When you access sequential files you generally
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start at the beginning of the file and then go through from
beginning to end to find the record you’re looking for. This
is fine for certain types of processing, merging
alphabetized records in alphabetized files, for example,
but time consuming for other operations, finding random
records from a master file of part numbers, for instance.

Parts of a sequential file: Sequential files contain
“records”. Each record may be of “variable length”,

although this is not absolutely necessary. There may be any
number of records in a file, within the constraints of the
data area available. Generally, a record is related to

some organized unit of data. A record in an inventory file,

for example, might have a part number, manufacturer’s
part number, description, number on hand, number
ordered, and so forth.

General flow for creating a sequential file: To
create a sequential file, do this:

1. Execute a BASIC OPEN statement. The format of

OPEN is

100 OPEN "device” FOR OUTPUT AS file#

Model 100 files may go to RAM, CASsette,
COMmunications line, LCD (display), LPT (line printer),

or MDM (modem), and the “device” parameter specifies

which of these devices is to be used. “OUTPUT” specifies

that data is to be output to a new file. The file# is a number
of 1 through n, a file “number” or “buffer” associated with
the file.

100 OPEN "RAM: INVENT. DO" FOR OUTPUT AS 1

for example, “opens” a file called INVENT.DO in RAM for

sequential OUTPUT from file number or buffer 1.

There’s nothing mysterious about OPENing a file. The
operation just makes an entry in theRAM directory of files,

putting in the name, spec’ing it as a sequential file, and
finding a vacant space in theRAM for the file to use. At this

point the system does not know how large the file will be,

and doesn’t make any assumptions about the disk area
required.

OPENing a file for cassette works similarly to OPENing
one for RAM.

OPEN "CAS: INVENT" FOR OUTPUT AS 1

for example, OPENs a file called INVENT for output,

using buffer 1.

OPENing a file for the communications line or modem is

similar, except that the configuration may have to be
specified as well:

OPEN "COM: 660IE" FOR OUTPUT AS 1

The file number (buffer number) is simply the buffer to

be used to collect the data for the file. The buffer number
defines which one of several buffer areas are to be used
with the file. Look upon the buffer as a central collection

point where the data is accumulated until a large enough
chunk is collected to be sent to RAM or another device.

2. Now that the file is OPENed, you can write to it. You
may do as many writes as you want. Each write is very
similar to a PRINT statement; as a matter of fact, a
PRINT# 1 will print to the sequential file in lieu of
PRINTing on the display. The operation is very similar but
the ASCII (character) data goes out to the RAM, CAS,
COM, LCD, LPT, or MDM file in lieu of PRINTing. The

number for the PRINT corresponds to the buffer number.
PRINT#3 writes out to buffer 3.

Just as you could specify a list of PRINT items for
display or line printer, you can specify a list of PRINT#
items. Using the inventory example, you could store a part
number, manufacturer’s part number, description, number
on hand, and number ordered, as follows:

*

100 OPEN"RAM: INVENT. DO"FOR OUTPUT AS 1

110 INPUT PN,MP,DE$,NH,NO
120 IF PN— 1 THEN GOTO 150
130 PRINT#1 ,PN,MP ,DE$ ,

" ,
" , NH,NO

140 GOTO 110

150 ...

We’ve done some really clever things here, like assigning
names that match the item types, and so forth, in addition
to looking for a part number of -1 to denote the end of
the entry.

The only thorny part in the write is the way string data is

handled. As the file will use spaces between data items and
the string data may contain spaces, a comma is used to
separate the string from the other data items. The
computerese word for this is “delimiter” — the comma
“delimits” the end of the string.

3

.

When the terminating part number (-1) is entered, the
file write is over. However, at this point there may still be
data in the buffer, as the buffer may not yet have been filled

up from the last “dump” to the device. The CLOSE
statement closes this buffer out by writing any remaining
data to the file device (in some circles this is called
“flushing the buffer”); it also notifies the system software
that the file has been completely written, and this results in

a possible directory entry (as for RAM) being completed,
with the number of records in the file and other
information.

The complete inventory program now looks like:

100 OPEN"RAM: INVENT.DO" FOR OUTPUT AS 1

110 INPUT PN,MP,DE$,NH,NO
120 IF PN=-1 THEN GOTO 150

130 PRINT#1,PN,MP,DE$,",",NH,N0
140 GOTO 110
150 CLOSE 1

The CLOSE statement “closed” the file associated with
buffer number 1, our INVENT.DO file.

4.

This general sequence of OPEN, PRINT#, and
CLOSE is followed for every sequential file that is written.

General format of sequential files: Figure FMOIJ-1
shows a listing of a typical INVENT.DO file section

.

This portion shows the entries:

1000,12345,32k rams half good, 12 ,24
1010 ,876554,AK47 children's assault rifle ,23,0

representing two inventory records for a typical Radio
Shack store.

Why are there blanks (20H)? There are blanks because
commas were used between the PRINT items. The data
was written out exactly as it would have been to the display,
with tabs (see CHTP-100), and those tabs resulted in
blanks.



Figure FMOU-1 — Typical Sequential File

0000:00 = 20 31 30 30 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

0000:10 = 20 31 32 33 34 25 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

0000:20 = 33 32 4B 20 72 61 6D 73 20 68 61 6C 66 20 67 6F

0000:30 = 6F 64 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

0000:40 - 2C 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

0000:50 = 2 0 3 1 32 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

0000:60 = 20 32 34 20 0D 20 31 30 31 30 20 20 20 20 20 20

0000:70 - 20 20 20 20 20 20 38 37 36 35 35 34 20 20 20 20

0000:80 = 20 20 20 20 20 41 4B 34 37 20 63 68 69 6C 64 72

0000:90 - 65 6E 27 73 20 61 73 73 61 75 6C 74 2 0 72 6 9 66

0000 :A0 = 6C 65 20 20 20 2C 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

0000 :B0 * 20 20 20 20 20 20 32 33 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

0000 :C0 = 20 20 20 20 20 20 30 20 0D

Figure FMOU-2 — File Using Semicolons

0000:00 = 2 0 3 1 3 0 30 30 2 0 2 0 3 1 32 33 34 35 2 0 33 32 4B

0000:10 = 20 72 61 6D 73 20 68 61 6C 66 20 67 6F 6F 64 2C

0000:20 = 20 31 32 20 20 32 34 20 0D 20 31 30 31 30 20 20
0000:30 = 38 37 36 35 35 34 20 41 4B 34 37 20 63 68 69 6C

0000:40 - 64 72 65 6E 27 73 20 61 73 73 61 75 6C 74 20 72

0000:50 - 69 66 6C 65 2C 2 0 32 33 2 0 2 0 30 2 0 0D

1000
12345.

32K rams half go

od

9

12

24 . 1010
876554

AK47 childr
en's assault rif

le ,

23

0 .

1000 12 345 * 32

K

rams half good,

12 24 . 1010
876554 AK47 chil

dren's assault r

if le, 23 0 .

Note that there is a comma after each string in a record.

This is the only comma appearing in the record and it is in

there because we explicitly put it in. Every record is

terminated by a ODH byte. This is a carriage return, and

duplicates the carriage return that would be done for a

PRINT line on the display.

Note also that the two records shown here are of

different lengths. There are also some other interesting

items, such as leading blanks before numeric items.

Obviously some space has been wasted here. Let’s try

again with semicolons in place of commas. We’ll use this

PRINT statement:

130 PRINT# 1 ;PN ;MP ;DE$ , ";NH ;N0

After the same entries we have the two records shown in

Figure FMOU-2.

This time the records occupied much less space. The
difference is because the semicolons eliminated the spaces

between the items as they were PRINT# ed to RAM. More
on sequential file formats later in this procedure.

General flow for reading a sequential file: To read a

sequential file, do this:

1.

Execute a BASIC OPEN statement. The format of

OPEN is

100 OPEN"device" FOR INPUT AS file#

A typical OPEN might be

100 OPEN "RAM: INVENT. DO" FOR INPUT AS 1

The above example “opens” a file called INVENT.DO
for sequential INPUT from buffer 1.

The OPEN here is similar to the OPEN for creating a

file. Here we know the name ofthe file we wish to OPEN, as

it must exist to read it The buffer used in the OPEN must

be a second buffer if a Write File is also taking place. The
system file manage software finds the given file name from

the RAM directory and locates its area on disk.

The buffer number is the buffer to be used to store file

data. The system reads the device in large segments of

data, rather than reading each new piece of data, which

would be inefficient. Data is accumulated in the buffer until

it is filled, and then a read is done from this data.

2. Now that the file is OPENed, you can easily read from

it. You may do as many reads as you want. Each read is very

similar to an INPUT statement; an INPUT# 1 will read

from the sequential file in lieu of INPUTting from the

keyboard. The number for the INPUT corresponds to the

buffer number.

Just as you could specify a list of INPUT items for

keyboard input, you can specify a list of INPUT# items.

The INPUT# items should correspond to the PRINT#
items that were written out to the sequential file. You know
this sequence beforehand, of course. Using the inventory

example, you should input a part number, manufacturer’s

part number, description, number on hand, and number
ordered, as follows:

100 OPEN"RAM: INVENT.DO" FOR INPUT AS 1

110 INPUT#1 ,
PN,MP f DE$,NH,NO

120 IF EOF (2 ) THEN GOTO 150

130 PRINT PN,MP,DE$,NH,NO
140 GOTO 110

150 CLOSE 1

We’ve used the same variable names as in creating the

file.

3. The EOF statement checks for the “end of file” or

EOF. The file manage software knows when this EOF
comes up as it reads in the file; it knows the number of

records in the file from the disk directory entry describing

FMOU

FMOU
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the file. At this point there is no more data in the file buffer,

as there was in the Write File case. It is good programming
practice, however, to CLOSE any buffer to release it to the

system for possible other use.

4.

This general sequence of OPEN, INPUT#, and
CLOSE is followed for every sequential file that is read.

In the example above, the BASIC interpreter would read
in an item at a time, looking for the proper delimiter

between each data item in the disk file. It would look for

spaces between numeric values and for a comma delimiter

at the end of strings. For delimit rules, read on further in

this procedure.

Method for appending data to an existing
sequential file: Suppose that you have a sequential file

open with data in it Ifyou want to add data to it, you cannot
simply do an OPEN “device” FOR OUTPUT. . ., because
that will OPEN the file for output starting at the first

record. Instead, an OPEN“device” FOR APPEND. . . is

done, which essentially says, “OPEN the file, find the last

record, and get ready to add data at the end”. Using our
Radio Shack inventory program we’d have

100 OPEN "RAM: INVENT. DO" FOR APPEND AS 1

110 INPUT PN,MP,DE$,NH,NO
12 0 IF PN— 1 THEN GOTO 150

130 PRINTS,PN;MP;DE$; V';NH;NO
140 GOTO 110

150 CLOSE 1

At the end of this session, the INVENT.DO file would
have all input data appended at the end.

How to find the end of a file: In the examples above,

we used the EOF function to determine where the end of a

file was. The general procedure is:

1. OPEN the file

2. Test EOF by IF EOF(n) THEN GOTO
XXXX

3. Read the next record by INPUT#

4. Process the data

5. Loop back to 2.

EOF is a handy way to determine the end of a file, but not

the only way. You could mark the EOF by writing out a last

record with data items set to some unique value, such as-1
for a part number. You might also know beforehand that

the number of records will be an exact number. These are

perfectly logical ways to determine when the last record

has been read, although EOF is a more general case.

Further format considerations: Most of the trouble

with sequential files comes from improper delimiting of

data items in the records. There’s no problem with numeric
data items, but there is a problem with strings, because
strings may contain some delimiting characters such as

spaces or commas. Here are some rules for PRINT# s and
INPUT# s:

1

.

If all ofthe data items to be written are numeric, there’s

no problem. The numeric data items will have trailing

blanks (ASCII 2OH), and they will delimit the data item
from the next. Numeric data items, by the way, have either

a leading blank or a minus sign, depending upon their

value. Of course even here you must have the same number

of INPUT# data items as you have data items in the

file and in the same order. If you write out variables NH,
OR, and DT for each record, you’d better read them back
in the same order.

2. A line of output is generated whenever a PRINT# is

terminated by an ENTER in place of a comma or

semicolon. A line is ended by a carriage return ASCII
character (ODH) and generally represents one record. You
can generate a record of 6 data items by many methods:

100 PRINT#1,A;
110 PRINT#1,B;

120 PRINT#1,C;

130 PRINTED;
140 PRINTS, E;

150 PRINT#1,F (note no semicolon here)

1000 PRINTS ,A;B;C;

1010 PRINT#1 ,D;E;F (note no semicolon here)

2000 PRINT^l ,A;B;C;D;E;F

The three methods above generate the same record, 6

data items separated by spaces and the last terminated by
a carriage return (ODH).

Actually, you would never really need a carriage return in

the entire file. You could simply write out data items with
semicolons. Carriage returns do lend themselves to using
the LINEINPUT# command however, which helps in

debugging (see below).

3. If you write out strings without quotes around them, a
subsequent INPUT# with a string data item will start

reading the string with the first non- blank. It will then read
in all following characters as part of the string until:

A. A comma is found

B. The end of the file

C. A carriage return (generated by END OF
LINE)

D. The 255th character

This poses several problems. If the string you’ve written

has embedded commas, expect to get invalid reads, as the

comma will act as a false delimiter. Ifyou’ve written a string

followed by a numeric data item, expect to get that data
item and others included as part of the string. One way
around this is by the next note.

4. You may enclose strings with double quotes. This
involves doing something like

100 PRINTtfl ,CHR$(34) ;A$ ;CHR$(34) ;AS

In this example, the CHR$(34) supplies a double quote
character in front of and behind the string A$. A$ itself can
contain anything — spaces, commas — anything but a
double quote that is. The next double quote, carriage

return, or end-of-file will delimit the string.

5. If a carriage return (ENTER) is preceded by a down
arrow character, the carriage return is not taken as a
delimiter, but as part of a string, or it is ignored for a
numeric item.

6. Lots of rules, eh? One would think there would be an
easier way to do all of this. . . Well. . . . there isn’t.
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Using PRINT# USING: Use PRINT#n USING in

identical fashion as PRINT USING (see PRUU-100). The

data will go to the system file n specified in the PRINT#
rather than to the screen.

Using LINEINPUT#: LINEINPUT# reads in an

entire line from a sequential data file. It stops only when it

encounters a carriage return (ODH), the end of file, or the

255th character. All of the spaces, commas, double quotes

and other anomalies we’ve been discussing above are

included in the line.

80 MAXFILES=2

90 CLEAR 1000

100 OPEN "RAM :FILE1 .DO" FOR INPUT AS 1

110 OPEN"RAM :FILEB •DO" FOR OUTPUT AS 2

120 IF EOF ( 1 ) THEN GOTO 170

130 LINEINPUT# 1 ,A$

140 (process A$)

150 PRINTS ,A$

160 GOTO 120

170 CLOSE 1,2

Using multiple buffers: You may OPEN as many files

for input and output as you wish. Assign a different buffer

number for each file in the OPEN. But read on. . .

LINEINPUT# is handy for “seeing what’s out there”

and one suspects it was included because everyone was

having so darn much trouble with the delimiters in

sequential files.

Another good use for LINEINPUT# is in processing

ASCII files. You can pretty well read in anything, although

some of the non-ASCII data will result in graphics

characters or weird screen actions if you try to print it

without some processing. LINEINPUT# can be used to

read in files, delete unwanted records, and write them back

out again. The procedure goes something like this:

FNMO
Files and File Names, Model 100

The Model 100 treats data as “files”. You can look on a

file as a collection of similar types of data — all of the

names in a mailing list, for example, or all of your creditors

(boy, that’s a massive file!). These files are “data files”.

Another type of file is a “program file”. This is generally

a BASIC program, although it might be a machine language

(see MLWI-100) program as well.

Files may be “routed” to different devices in the system.

You might want to store data in RAM in one case and on

cassette in another. You might want to “read in” a data or

program file from RAM or cassette, or even from the

modem as data is received from the telephone line.

Because files can be routed to different devices in the

system, these devices are given names:

The number of buffers available is defined by a BASIC
variable called MAXFILES. MAXFILES is set to 1

initially and must be redefined by a

MAXFILES-n

before you use more than one file for BASIC file

operations.

can’t be any name for output to the LCD, LPT, COM, or

MDM device, but RAM or cassette tape is capable of

storing many different files, and these files must all have a

unique name.

COM and MDM devices must have a “configuration”

specified along with the COM or MDM prefix. This

configuration defines the baud rate, word size, parity,

number of stop bits, and XON/XOFF status. See

RHSO(IOO) for a description of these parameters.

Files within the Model 100 are given names for

reference. A file name is 1 to 6 characters, the first of which

must be alphabetic. In addition to the name, there is a

file “extension” of a period followed by two letters.

Standard file extensions are:

.DO Text Document File

.BA BASIC Program

.CO Command programs in machine language

FMOU

FNMO

CAS Cassette tape

COM RS-232-C communications

LCD Screen

LPT Line printer

MDM Modem (telephone)

RAM RAM

Two of these “devices” are “write only” — LCD and

LPT. The others are write and read devices.

The advantage of having device names is that data and

programs can be easily “routed” to different devices

without having to change dozens of BASIC statements or

other commands. The OPEN command is used to route

files to different devices in BASIC (see FMOU this

section). SAVE, LOAD, and other commands also route

data or programs to different devices.

When files are used with some of the read/write devices,

there is a name associated with the file. Obviously there

The extension is “imposed” by whatever Model 100

program you happen to be in when you create the file. If

you’re editing a document, for example, the file name will

become the 1 to 6 character name you give the file plus

“.DO”.

There are two standard file names used in the Model 1 00

— ADRS.DO, used by the the ADDRSS program (ADMO,
this section) and TELCOM (ACHT-100 and MHTU-100,
this section), and NOTE.DO, used by the SCHEDL
program (SCMU, this section).

A complete file name consists of the device designator, a

colon, the actual file name, and an extension for RAM and

CAS files; the COM/MDM designator, a colon, and a

configuration string for RS-232-C or modem files; or a

simple LCD: or LPT: for the display or printer. Some of

these items are optional depending upon the device and

command.
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FSMO
Video/Graphics Worksheet, Model 100

Figure FSMO-1 is a full size graphics worksheet for the
Model 100. IJG and William Barden, Jr. hereby grant
permission to copy it for your own use as many times as is

necessary, as long as the number of copies is kept under
250,000.

Figure FSMO-1 — Video Graphics Worksheet
,
Model

100

FSWT
Files, Seeing What’s There, Model 100

The main menu display displays the system files of

BASIC TEXT TELC0M ADDRSS
SCHEDL

Files displayed after these are “user” files.

To display the files from within BASIC, use the FILES

command. It will display all user files.

Enter

FILES

You’ll see something like:

ADRS .DO BILL .DO NOTE .DO

DDD .DO LPDMP .BA GGG .DO

SCRAT* .DO

FTLOIOO
FOR. . .TO Loops, BASIC, Okay to Break Out? Model
100

Read procedure FTLO in the main section. The
information there applies exactly to the Model 100 as well.

FTST-1 OO
FOR. . .TO. . .STEP, BASIC, Model 100

The FOR. . .TO. . .STEP command in the Model 100 is

identical to the description in FTST in the main section.



GHSO
Graphics, High-Speed, Model 100

There are several efficient methods for high-speed

graphics. First, forget about SET/RESET (see PSMO,
this section). This is fine for plotting, but terrible for lines,

animation, or simple figures.

One easy method to use is the “string method”. This

method defines each row of graphics characters as a string.

As strings can be PRINTed quickly, it is very fast To use

this method:

A. Determine the graphics characters, but not the

locations. You’ll need to lay out a figure on a graphics

worksheet (see FSMO, this section) and translate into the

graphics codes and locations.

Suppose that we have a figure of a fish. The figure is

shown in GHSO-1.

B. Establish a string for each row of the character. The

first row would be a string of the characters 254, 252, and

254. A string can be made of non-text characters by using

CHR$ (see CUSE-100). The string for the first row would

be defined by

100 A$“CHR$ (2 54) +CHR$ (2 52 ) +CHR$ (2 54)

C. Rapidly write out these rows at the proper screen

locations by using PRINT @. Typical code would be

100 CLS

110 A$“CHR$(254)+CHR$(2 52 )+CHR$ (254)

12 0 B$-CHR$ (2 51 ) +CHR$ (2 53 ) +CHR$ (2 51

)

130 PRINT @ 220,A$
140 PRINT @ 22 0+40,B$

150 GOTO 150

There are other methods to use for graphics, but the

string method is fast and easy to use.

Figure GHSO-1 — Fish Figure

CHR$(254) CHR$(252) CHR$(254)

CHR$(251) CHR$(253) CHR$(251)

FSMO
FSWT
FTLO
FTST

GHSO
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HASA-100
Amount of Storage in a BASIC Array, How to Find,

Model 100

The Model 100 allows the same variable types as in the

Model I, H, and HI. In fact, the Model 100 single- and
double-precision variables are in bed or “binary-coded-

decimal” format, but the number of bytes allocated per

variable is the same. Read the portions of procedure HASA
(main section) that apply to the Models l/II/III to find out

storage requirements for integer, single- and double-

precision, and string arrays.

HASA
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IDER-100
ID Error, Model 100

See IDER in the main section.

IDFK-100
INPUTting Data From the Keyboard, BASIC, Model
100

Read procedure IDFK in the main section. Information

on INPUT applies equally well to the Model 100.

INAR-100
Initializing Arrays, BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure INAR; it applies to the Model 100 as

well.

IN HU-100
INKEYS, How to Use, BASIC, Model 100

All of the material under INHU applies as well to the

Model 100. In addition, pressing an undefined Function

Key, PASTE, orLABEL will return an ASCII 0 (not a null!)

with a length of 1 character.

and OUT machine language instruction similar to the Z-80,

accomplishing the same thing, reading or writing 8 bits of

data to an “1/0 port”. At this time of writing, the Model 100

I/O port addresses have not been made public.

IPNF-100
Integer Portion of a Number, Finding, BASIC, Model
100

Read procedure IPNF in the main section. Information

there applies exactly to the Model 100.

ITEL-100
IF. . .THEN. . .ELSE, BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure ITEL in the main section; it applies

equally well to the Model 100.

IDER
IDFK
INAR

IOHT-1 00
INP, OUT in BASIC, How to Use, Model 100

The information about INP and OUT in procedure

IOHT, main section, applies to the Model 100 as well. The
microprocessor involved here is an 80C85, which has an IN

IVHU-1 00
Integer Variables in BASIC, How to Use, Model 100

Integer variable use in the Model 100 is the same as used
on the Models I, II, and HI Read procedure IVHU in the

main section.

INHU
IOHT
IPNF

ITEL

IVHU

IWAT
Interrupts, What Are They?, Model 100

The Model 100 has a number of interrupts. An
interrupt is an external event which interrupts a program

that is executing, performs a special action, and then lets
IWAT

the program resume its processing. (In some cases, the

interrupt is rather catastrophic, and the program never

resumes. An example might be the case of an external

interrupt to a nuclear power plant control computer that
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interrupts a parts list printout to inform the main computer

that core melt down is occurring. If the programmer is on

his toes, he might take special program actions, rather than

resuming the printout. . .)

Why use interrupts? In the general case, mainly to enable

the computer to perform a “background” task while also

servicing an infrequent interrupt. This increases the

overall efficiency of a computer system and permits more
to be accomplished than devoting the entire computer

system to waiting for that “foreground” action which may
occur only several times per second.

In the Model 100, interrupts are used mainly to signal

interesting “external” events that cause a special action,

and there’s not really that “foreground/background”

processing described above — but the interrupts are still

powerful.

In the Model 100 interrupts can be setup for a specific

time of day (see TIMO, this section), a BASIC program

error condition (see ETIB, main section), a Function Key
press (see FKMO, this section), a modem character coming

in (see MIMO, this section), or an RS-232-C character

coming in (see MIMO, this section).

Believe it or not, the interrupt structure is almost like

that of a “big” computer. The interrupt causes a branch to

a special set of BASIC instructions defined by the user.

This is the “interrupt processing subroutine” and is

defined by an ON TIME$ GOSUB XXXX or similar

command in the BASIC program, where XXXX is a

BASIC line number. The interrupt can be turned ON and
OFF by a TIME$ ON or TIME$ OFF or similar command,
so that the interrupt either causes an interrupt action or

not. Lastly, the interrupt can be turned off, but still

remembered by a TIMES STOP or similar command; a

subsequent TIMES ON then immediately causes the

special interrupt action ifthe interrupt has occurred during

the time in which it was “stopped”. This is darn
sophisticated, and almost makes up for the feeble

Schedule Organizer/Address Organizer search function!

The STOP command lets you turn off one interrupt

while processing another “higher-level” interrupt. If the

“lower-level” interrupt than occurs, it is still “remembered”
and can be processed after the higher-level interrupt has

been handled! Kudos to the Shack.
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LBAP-1 00
Listing BASIC Programs, Model 100

Use the LIST command to list the BASIC lines on the

display, or the LLIST to list on the system line printer.

LIST nnn,mmm as in LIST 100-300 lists all specified lines.

Use the minus sign (-) to list all lines up through or from a

specified line, as in LIST-300 (beginning line through 300)

or LIST 300- (line 300 through end line).

See TSPD-100 for notes on stopping the display.

LBWI
Low Battery Indicator, What is It?, Model 100

The Shack says you have about 15 minutes ofpower left,

although I’ve found it to be much more than that. Change

the 4 AA batteries, or plug the Model 100 into the ac

adapter. Don’t worry about losing memory files or data

when changing batteries, by the way, or about changing the

batteries in 15 minutes. It’s extremely difficult to lose any

data in the Model 100 as the Ni-Cad (nickel cadmium)

batteries will retain memory data for 8 to 30 days. Once the

AA batteries go, however, you won’t be able to compute,

but the memory will still be there (at least for a week or so)!

LBWT-1 00
LET, In BASIC, What to Do About It, Model 100

versions that required the LET, as in “100 LET
A=1.234”. None of the Radio Shack BASICs require it,

and you can simply use “100 A= 1.234”.

Forget about it. LET was put into the Model 100 BASIC

to make the BASIC compatible with earlier BASIC

LFBA-100
Line Format, BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure LFBA in the main section. Model 100

BASIC lines are stored in the same format. The pointers

and line numbers are stored in “8085 address format”,

which is identical to “Z-80 address format”, least

significant byte followed by most significant byte (see

EFAF, this section).

LLBO
LABEL Line, BASIC, Getting Rid of, Model 100

To get rid of a possible label line on the display in

BASIC, do

SCREEN 0,0

This makes the last line on the screen available for

scrolling while executing BASIC programs.

SCREEN 0,1

resets the labels and allows scrolling only on the first 7

lines.

This command can be used in BASIC to display or kill

the label line at will.

LMCO
Loading Machine Language Files from Cassette,

Model 100

Machine language (see MLWI, this section) files are

applications programs such as word-processing programs

that are not written in BASIC or such things as memory

DUMPs that you have created by using the SAVEM
command in BASIC (see SMLO, this section).

Enter BASIC (see BHTO, this section).

If the program is to be used in conjuction with BASIC
programs, protect the portion of RAM memory into which

you want to load the applications program by a

CLEAR B8 8,innumnm

where sss is a string storage area amount (typically 100 or

200), andmmmmm is one less than the first location of the

machine language program (CLEAR 100,49999 protects

RAM locations 50000 on up).

Now load the application cassette into your cassette

recorder. Connect the plugs as shown in CRPI-100.

Rewind the cassette to the beginning or to the point

directly before the file you wish to load, if you can locate it

fairly exactly.

You now have two choices.

Ifyou want to load without executing the file, as in simply

loading a data file into memory, do

L0ADM "CAS: NAME"

where “NAME” is the 1- to 6-character name of the

cassette file you want to load. If you don’t know the name,

or want to disregard it, simply do a

L0ADM "CAS:"

Another shorter form of this command is CLOADM,
which automatically loads a machine language file from

cassette:

CLOADM "NAME"

If you want to load and execute, as in loading a machine

language applications program, do

RUNM "CAS -.NAME"

or

RUNM "CAS:"

where name is the 1- to 6- character name of the cassette

file you want to load.

IWAT

LEAP
LBWI
LBWT
LFBA
LLBO
LMCO
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Up to this point, there should have been no tape motion.
When the command is completed, you should see the tape
move as the data is read in. At the same time, you should
hear a high-pitched sound as the tape is read. You’ll also
see any file name that comes before the file you’re looking
for displayed as

Skip: xxx

where XXX is the skipped file name. When the file you’ve
specified is found, you’ll see:

Found:XXX

displayed on the screen, and the file will have been loaded.
After the file has been loaded, you’ll see

Top: xxxxx
End: XXXXX
Exe: XXXXX

indicating the start, end, and execution address for the file.

If a RUNM command has been used, execution of the
program will start immediately.

LMFO
LOADing Multiple Machine Language Files from
Cassette, Model 100

No problem. Simply execute one CLOADM (see LMCO,
this section) after another. The files will load as specified in

the load addresses in the file. As long as you CSAVEMed
the files with non-overlapping addresses (see SMLO, this
section), the files should not conflict with one another.

LMRO-1 00
Loading Machine Language Files from RAM, Model
100

Machine language (see MLWI) files are applications
programs such as word-processing programs that are not
written in BASIC or such things as memory DUMPs that
you have created by using the SAVEM command in BASIC
(see SMLO, this section).

Enter BASIC (see BHTO, this section).

You now have two choices.

If you want to load without executing the file, as in simply
loading a data file into memory, do

LOADM "RAM: NAME"

where “NAME” is the 1- to 6-character name of the
cassette file you want to load. You don’t need the “RAM”
portion of the command and you can simply do a

If you want to load and execute, as in loading a machine
language applications program, do

RUNM "RAM: NAME"

or

RUNM "NAME"

where name is the 1- to 6-character name of the cassette
file you want to load.

After the file has been loaded, you’ll see

Top: xxxxx
End: XXXXX
Exe: XXXXX

indicating the start, end, and execution address for the file.

If a RUNM command has been used, execution of the
program will start immediately.

LOADM "NAME:"

LOHT-lOb —
Logical Operations in BASIC, Model 100 Model II operators of XOR, EQV, and IMP are

implemented on the Model 100 as well, so read all of
All of the information in LOHT, main section, applies

procedure LOHT.
equally well to the Model 100. Also note that the three

LSBD
Loading and Saving a BASIC Program to a Device,
Model 100

and

SAVE"CAS: filename"

Loading and saving a BASIC program to a system device
such as RAM, CAS, COM, or MDM uses the BASIC
commands LOAD and SAVE. These commands operate
similarly to CLOAD and CSAVE for cassette tape. As a
matter of fact,

LOAD"CAS: filename"

is identical to

CLOAD "filename"

is identical to

CSAVE"f ilename"

for cassette operations (see SBPT-100).

The purpose of LOAD and SAVE is to enable you to
read in a BASIC file from any device and to write out toany
device. This is a very handy command for such things as
“downloading” BASIC files from a data communications
link.
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Generally, you’ll be LOADing or SAVEing a BASIC file

from or to RAM and you’ll have:

LOAD"RAM: filename"
SAVE"RAM: filename"

These commands simply load in the specified BASIC
file, which can then be executed or write out an existing

program in identical fashion to CLOAD and CSAVE.

To execute the BASIC program directly after LOADing,
do

LOAD"RAM : f il ename "
, R

Another way of doing this is to use the RUN command:

RUN"RAM : f il ename "
, R

Here, the optional R will keep all opened files open; this

is handy for maintaining “common” files for more than one

BASIC program or program segment.

To save a BASIC file in ASCII (see AFWA-100), use the
“A” option with CSAVE

CSAVE"RAM : f il ename " ,

A

To LOAD or SAVE using the communications line or
modem, use the device prefix COM or MDM. In these
cases, you’ll have to specify the “configuration” for the
baud rate, word length, parity, stop bits, and XON/XOFF
as descibed in RHSO(IOO).

LOAD"MDM: 701E"

loads in a BASIC file from the modem with 7 -bit words,
odd parity, one stop bit, and XON/XOFF enable.

LSER-IOO
LS Error, Model 100

See LSER in main section.

LMCO
LMFO
LMRO
LOHT
LSBD

LSBD
LSER
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MAFO
Merging BASIC Files, Model 100

To MERGE two BASIC files, get the first file into

memory by loading from RAM, CASsette, COM, orMDM
(or you may have entered the file from scratch). The secret
for the MERGE is that the second file to be merged must
be an ASCII file (see AFWA-100). Use the “A” option for

CSAVE or SAVE to write out the second file in ASCII
prior to the merge. Now use the

MERGE"dev ice : f il ename"

command to read in the second file. The device and
filename can be any Model 100 device and filename (or

configuration for COM/MDM files). See FNMO(IOO).

The second file will now be loaded and its BASIC lines

merged with the existing BASIC lines. This means that if

there are identical line numbers, the BASIC line from the
second file will replace the first BASIC line, so be careful.

Best to do the MERGE with two BASIC programs whose
line numbers are “non-conflicting”. The first BASIC
program might have line numbers from 100 through 900,
while the second might have line numbers from 2000
through 2900. The resulting BASIC program will have line

numbers of 100 through 900, followed by line numbers of
2000 through 2900.

MFAL-100
Memory, Finding Amount Left, Model 100

In BASIC command mode, do a PRINT FRE(0) to find
the number of bytes left in the user RAM. FRE(0) can also
be used inside a BASIC program to dynamically check on
the memory remaining. The expression inside the
parentheses is a “dummy” expression, and has no effect on

the computation, with this exception: If the expression is

numeric, then the amount of RAM free space is returned;
however, if the expression is a string, then the amount of
string free space is returned. PRINT FRE(“”) or PRINT
FRE(A$) prints the amount of free string space (see SSFA-
100).

MHTU-IOO
Modem, How to Use, Model 100

Read procedure MWAT if you know nothing about
modems.

Also read procedure RHSO(IOO) to make certain that
your communications parameters are set up properly for
the data communications system you’ll be calling.

If you cannot directly connect to a telephone line and
have an acoustic coupler (Radio Shack 26-3805), see
procedure ACHT-100. If your telephone has a standard
telephone type jack (see Figure MHTU- 100-1), you can
directly connect to the telephone line, providing you have
the Model 100 Modem Cable (RS 26-1410).

Figure MHTU-IOO- 1 — Telephone Jack

STANDARD
TELEPHONE
m PLUG

K<P
PLUG FITS
INTO WALL
JACK WITH
THIS CUTOUT
SHAPE

Follow these steps to use the modem on the Model 100:

1.

Set the DIR/ACP switch on the left-hand side of the
Model 100 to DIR, or Direct Connect.

2. Plug the “DIN” connector (the larger round connector)

on the modem cable into the PHONE connector on the rear
of the Model 100.

3. There are two leads coming out of the modem cable,

one silver, and one beige. Connect the leads as shown in

Figure MHTU-100-2. The beige cable goes into the wall

jack, while the silver cable connects the phone. The
“shorting plug” is used when the Model 100 is to be
disconnected from the whole scheme. Frankly, I’d simply
reconnect the telephone to the wall jack rather than using
the shorting plug.

4. You’re now ready to dial up a data communications
system such as CompuServe or a bulletin board. There are
a number of ways to do this, dependent upon whether you
have a number stored in a RAM file, whether you want to
keyboard in a number, or whether you want to dial the
number manually. We’ll start from the simplest first:

5. Dialing a number manually:

A. If you are originating the call, set the modem switch
for ANS/ORIG on the left-hand side of the Model 100 to

“Originate”.

B. Enter TELCOM by procedure TEHT(100).

C. Dial up the number ofthe Bulletin Board or network _
while listening on the phone. After the phone is answered, JVtAFO
you’ll hear a pause followed by a high-pitched whine of the * T
“carrier” frequency. Take your time (you have a minute or

iVlr Alj
so), and continue. MHTU

D. Press Function Key 4 (TERM) to enter “terminal
mode”. You should see a new set of labels above the
Function Key indicators:

Frev Down Up Full Bye
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Figure MHTU-100-2 — Model 100 Modem Cable
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E. Press Function Key 4 (FULL/HALF) depending

upon whether the communications system uses “full” or

“half duplex”. Pressing Function Key 4 will “toggle” the

setting between full and half duplex. Most systems will use

full duplex, so use that option if you aren’t certain.

F. You should now see the prompt message of the

Bulletin Board or network on the screen. If you do not, try

typingENTER a few times. Ifyou still have trouble, review

the steps above and try again with another system

(preferably). If you do see data on the screen, but it’s

garbled, go to procedure RHSO(IOO). If you see

meaningful data, continue with the procedure for Bulletin

Boards (BBUS-100) or CompuServe (CPSU-100).

6. Dialing a number from a RAM file:

A. The automatic dialing feature works from the

ADRS.DO file. See procedure ADMO(IOO) on how to

create this file. The ADRS.DO file generally holds any

number of names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

Telephone numbers are “bracketed” by colons. The

telephone number for auto dialing must also have a trailing

<> as in

CPS : 55 512 120

The “<>” causes entry into the Terminal Mode after the

dialing. You can have any number of these types of

numbers in the ADRS.DO file, and you can get to the

proper one by the Find function of TELCOM.

B. If you are originating the call, set the modem switch

for ANS/ORIG on the left-hand side of the Model 100 to

“Originate”.

C. Enter TELCOM by procedure TEHT(IOO).

D. Press Function Key 1 (FIND). Now enter either

nothing, if you have only one number in the ADRS.DO file,

or the name or identifier of the communications service you

want to call. If ADRS.DO consisted of

CPS :5558060<>
Source : 55512890
Model 100 Net :5559871<>

for example, you might enter 100 as the “Find string.

TELCOM would search the ADRS.DO file, find the Model

100 Net number and display it:

Telcom: Find 100
Model 100 Net :5559871<>

Make certain the number for the call is in this format and

displayed before continuing.

E. Press Function Key F2 (CALL). You’ll see

Calling Model 100 Net :5559871

F. After the number is dialed you’ll hear the ring. When

the number is answered, you’ll see a switch to “Terminal

Mode” as indicated by a new set of labels above the

Function Key indicators:

Prev Ddvn Up Full Bye

G. Press Function Key 4 (FULL/HALF) depending

upon whether the communications system uses “full” or

“half duplex”. Pressing Function Key 4 will “toggle” the

setting between full and half duplex. Most systems will use

full duplex, so use that option if you aren’t certain.

H. You should now see the prompt message of the

Bulletin Board or network on the screen. If you do not, try

typing ENTER a few times. Ifyou still have trouble, review

the steps above, and try again with another system

(preferably). If you do see data on the screen, but it s

garbled, go to procedure RHSO(IOO). If you see

meaningful data, continue with the procedure for Bulletin

Boards (BBUS-100) or CompuServe (CPSU-100).

MIMO
Modem Interrupt, BASIC, Model 100

The Model 100 contains a modem interrupt, along with

an interrupt for time and Function Keys. If this interrupt is

enabled, incoming data to the modem (see MWAT/100)

will cause an automatic transfer to a specified “modem
interrupt subroutine”. This interrupt enables such

functions as dumping data via the telephone lines until

interrupted by a remote keypress, decoding the keypress

in the modem interrupt processing routine, dumping

another set of data until interrupted, and so forth.

To GOSUB a modem interrupt processing subroutine

at line 10000, for example, you’d have this line at the

beginning of your program:

100 ON MDM GOSUB 10000
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If you then did an MDM ON command, BASIC would

enter the subroutine at line 10000 after it received the next

modem character. Because a GOSUB is executed, you can

always get back to the “interrupted point” by doing a

RETURN at the end of the 10000 subroutine.

What’s in the 10000 subroutine? Whatever you want —
but usually code related to interpreting that remote data.

To disable the ON MDM interrupt, do

MDM OFF

To enable it again, do

MDM ON

To disable the ON MDM interrupt, but cause the Model

100 to remember the interrupt occurred, do

MDM STOP

When the interrupt is again enable by MDM ON, the

MDM STOP command causes an immediate GOSUB
action to the ON MDM subroutine. Suppose that you had

the modem processing subroutine defined by an ON MDM
GOSUB 10000, but disabled it by MDM OFF just before a

character came in via the modem. If you then enabled it by

MDM ON, nothing would happen. However, if you had

disabled it by MDM STOP before the character came in

and again enabled it byMDM ON after the character came

in, an immediate GOSUB 10000 would occur after the

MDM ON.

ON COM GOSUB, COM ON, COM OFF, and COM
STOP work exactly the same as the modem commands,

except that data would be coming in via the RS-232-C port

rather than through the modem, an audio input.

MLIM
Memory Left, in Model 100

The amount of free memory in the Model 100 is

indicated on the main menu display in the lower-right hand

corner. This figure is adjusted with each user file added or

deleted from memory. One text character takes

approximately one byte.

Whenever you enter BASIC, the number of free bytes

are displayed after the BASIC title message

TRS-80 Model 100 Software

Copr. 1983 Microsoft

15409 Bytes free

OK

This number will be smaller than the number on the

main menu, as BASIC utilizes part of free memory for

“working storage”.

MLWI-IOO
Machine Language, What Is It?, Model 100

Read procedure MLWI in the main section. Although

there is no officially released assembly program at this time

of writing, the Model 100 is capable of being programmed
in both machine and assembly language in 80C85 code.

This code is a rudimentary language for the microprocessor

used in the Model 100. The 80C85 microprocessor is

roughly comparable to the Z-80 (Models I/II/III) and

6809E (Color Computer), albeit somewhat slower because

it is a low-power “CMOS” (complementary metal-oxide

semiconductor) design. The 80C85 instruction set is

identical to the Intel 8085 microprocessor.

MMGB
Main Menu, Getting Back to, Model 100

Function Key F8 normally takes you back to the main
menu from applications programs. One exception: The
Terminal program of TELCOM (MHTU-100) must be

terminated by Function Key 8 (BYE) plus one more
Function Key 8 keypress to get back to the main menu.

To get back to the main menu from BASIC: Enter
MENU alone in the command mode. To get back to the

menu at the end of a BASIC program, also use the MENU
command.

1900 MENU 'return to menu

MMMO
Memory Map, Model 100

Figure MMMO-1 shows a memory map of the Model
100 .

Figure MMMO-1 — Memory Map, Model 100 MIMO
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MOBO
MOD Operator in BASIC, Pdodel 100

The Model 100 MOD operator allows you to find the
“modulus” result What’s a modulus? Glad you asked . .

Do a divide of two numbers. The remainder is the

MOER-1 00
MO Error, Model 100

modulus result. Example: 102/9=11, remainder 3. The
value 3 is the “100 MOD 9” result. Not too handy, you say?
Well, not that uncommon. One example: If a timer starts
counting in minutes, the “minute hand” position on a clock
can be given by

Elapsed Time in Minutes MOD 60

See MOER in main section.

MORA
Model 100 Pixel Addressing

All graphics commands in Model 100 BASIC use a high-
resolution mode to specify the x,y coordinates. The x
coordinate is the horizontal coordinate, while the y
coordinate is the vertical coordinate. In this mode (240 by
64), x may be'0 through 239, and y may be 0 through 63.

These values define the smallest graphics element that

may be displayed, one pixel, or Picture ELement. (Each
character position is 6 pixels by 8 pixels). See Figure
MOPA-1.

Figure MOPA-1 — Model 100 Screen Character
Positions
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MSLH-IOO
Multiple Statement Lines in BASIC, How to Use, All

Systems, Model 100

You can easily combine several statements in one
BASIC line. Read MSLH in the main section to see how.

MTOO
Motor, Turning On in BASIC, Model 100

In BASIC, simply execute MOTOR ON or MOTOR
OFF to turn the cassette on or off. You can use this

command to control external devices by connecting the
two pins that would normally go to the REMote jack on the
cassette recorder as described in CCAM-100.
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MWAT-100
Modems, What Are They?, Model 100

Read procedure MWAT in the main section. All of the
information there applies directly to the Model 100. The
Model 100 has a built-in modem that provides an “auto-
dial” capability; you can dial a number automatically from
the keyboard. Note that this dialing is a “pulse” type

dialing, rather than a tone dialing, presumably because
“CMOS” integrated circuits incorporating tone dialing
were not available at the time of the Model 100 design. To
set the pulse rate, see RHSO(IOO); standard is 10 pulses
per second.

See ACHT-100 for information on “acoustic couplers”.

MOBO
MOER
MOPA
MSLH
MTOO

MWAT

I
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NFER-1 00
NF Error, Model 100

See NFER in main section.

NRER-100
NR Error, Model 100

See NRER in main section.

NFER
NRER
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ODER-IOO
OD Error, Model 100

See ODER in main section.

OGHU-IOO
ON. . .GOSUB, ON. . .GOTO, BASIC, Model 100

All of the information in OGHU applies equally well to

the Model 100.

OMER-100
OM Error, Model 100

See OMER in main section.

ODER
OGHU
OMER
OSER
OVER

OSER-100
OS Error, Model 100

You haven’t defined an area that BASIC can use for

string manipulations, or you haven’t defined a large enough

area. Use a CLEAR command at the start of your program

to define a larger string “working storage” area. This would

be a command similar to ‘TOO CLEAR 2000,49999”; in

this case 2000 bytes are set aside, and the “protected area”

is set to location 50000.

How much storage is required for strings? You could go

through and laboriously calculate this, but no one does. If

your BASIC program is small and you have 8K, set aside

200 or 300 bytes. Ifyou have a large BASIC program, you’ll

have to trade off string working storage space with space

used for the program, space used for variable storage, and

so forth; see memory map at MMMO(IOO). If you have a

very large program, you may have to reduce your program

size to fit everything into memory.

OVER-1 OO
OV Error, Model 100

See OVER in main section.
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PHTU-100
Parentheses, How to Use, Model 100

The information in PHTU applies exactly to the Model
100 .

POOM
Power Off and On, Model 100

The Model 100 will turn itself off after about 10 minutes

from the last keypress to save batteries. To change this

time delay, enter BASIC (see BHTO, this section) and do a

POWER n

where n is 10 to 255 in l/10th minute increments. To
change the delay to 1 minute (recommended for people
who know exactly what they are doing) do

POWER 10

Once changed, this delay will remain in force until a new
POWER command overrides it (or until memory power is

turned off).

POWER CONT

disables the power off option; power is never turned off.

This should probably be used only if you have the ac

adapter continuously connected.

You can also turn power off from inside a BASIC
program:

10 POWER OFF 'program done, turn off power

Another form of this is

10 POWER, RESUME

In the first case turning power back on will bring you

back to the main menu; in the latter case, the next BASIC
statement will be executed.

PPKU-1 OO locations above decimal 32767. For a memory map of the
PEEK and POKE, Using, Model 100 Model 100 see procedure MMMO.

PHTU
POOM
PPKU
PROT
PRUU
PSMO

Read procedure PPKU in the main section. PEEK and
POKE are used exactly the same as on other systems, with

the exception that you do not have to use the “XXXXX-
65536” form of the address for PEEKing or POKEing into

PROT-1 oo
Protecting Memory in BASIC, Model 100

To protect memory:

On powering up or at any time: CLEAR
XXX,MMMMM. The area above MMMMM will not be

used. The value XXX is the number of bytes that will be

allocated as “string storage area” and is typically 200
bytes; allocate more if you will be doing a great deal of

string processing. The area above MMMMM can now be

used for any purpose without the BASIC interpreter and

other system programs using it for system functions.

CLEAR 200,49999, for example, allocates 200 bytes for

string storage and protects the area from 50000 to

MAXRAM (see RFMO, this section).

Protected memory is normally used for storage of user

machine language programs (see MLWI-100), but can also

be used for special data areas.

See procedure MMMO(IOO) for the memory map of the

Model 100.

PRUU-IOO
PRINT USING, BASIC, Using, Model 100

PRINT USING in the Model 100 is used almost the

same as in other systems. Read PRUU in the main section.

Carets are used for exponential format in place of up

arrows. Carets are entered by pressing SHIFT followed by
6. Backslashes are used in place of “%” characters for

generating string data. Backslash is entered by pressing

GRPH followed by minus.

PSMO
PSET, PRESET in BASIC, Model 100

PSET and PRESET set or reset a graphics point (see

MOPA(IOO).

The format for setting a POINT is

where x and y are the coordinates of the point.

The format for resetting a point is

PRESET (x,y)

where x and y are the coordinates.

PSET (x,y)
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PTSC-1 00
Printing the Screen, Model 100

To print the screen contents (in most instances), press

the PRINT key (upper row). The contents will be

“dumped” to the system line printer.

PVMO-1 00
Passing Variables to Machine Language Programs,
Model 100

If you are interfacing BASIC to a machine language

program or programs (see CMLO, this section), you may
want to pass “parameters” back and forth. An example of

this is a machine language subroutine that takes the time

and number of the day of the year and converts 'it into

elapsed seconds. The parameters passed to the subroutine

would be current time and the “Julian” day, the number of

the day of the year from 1 to 366. The parameter passed

back would b§ the total number of elapsed seconds.

How can the parameters be passed?

If no parameters are to be passed, then the CALL
command simply calls the machine language subroutine

without any special data in the A and HL registers.

100 A-CALL 60000

The machine language subroutine will be called and
executed, but no data will be passed between BASIC and
the machine language program.

If one or two parameters are to be sent to the subroutine,

but no parameter is to be returned, then one or two

arguments can be included after the address parameter in

the CALL command. The first of these is the value to be

put into the A register, while the second is the value to be

put into the HL register. The first argument must be from 0
through 255, while the second may be -32768 through

65,535. Suppose we wanted to pass a value of 247 to the

machine language subroutine at location 60000. We’d have

something like

100 A-247
110 CALL .60000,

A

If we wanted to pass two arguments, say a value of 247

and a 16-bit value of 10000, we’d have something like this:

100 A-247
110 B-10000
120 CALL 60000 ,A,B
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Of course, we could simply have numeric constants, too:

100 CALL 60000 ,2 47 ,10000

What about multiple arguments? The USR call

mechanism only allows one 8-bit and one 16-bit integer

argument to and from the subroutine. If more then one

argument is to be passed then we’ve got to get clever. Pack
two 8-bit arguments by code such as

100 A-123*256+45. 'first arg-123, second-45.

110 B-247 'third arg=247

120 CALL 60000 ,B,

A

This can be extended into six 4-bit arguments, and so

forth.

Ifyou have many arguments to be passed, or if you want

to pass arguments back from a subroutine, then you must
go to an argument list concept. In this method the

arguments to be passed to and from the subroutine are

either in a predefined area of memory or a pointer to an

argument list is passed. Suppose that an X, Y, and Z value

were to be passed to a subroutine. We could define the

argument area at locations 57344, 57345, and 57346;

POKE them before calling the subroutine; and then do the

CALL. Alternatively, we could POKE the arguments

somewhere else in RAM and then pass a 16-bit pointer to

them by the CALL, as in

100 POKE 57344,X 'X to E000H
110 POKE 57345,Y 'Y to E001H
120 POKE 57346, Z 'Z to E002H
130 CALL 60000,0,57344 'call SUBR 1st set

140 POKE 57347 ,X 'X to E003H
150 POKE 57 348,Y 'Y to E004H
160 POKE 57349, Z 'Z to E005H
170 CALL 60000,0,57347 'call SUBR 2nd set

Arguments can also be POKEd into dummy strings and

arrays, but this can get somewhat messy, as string locations

and arrays are dynamically moved in RAM as BASIC
code is edited, new variables are added, etc. Use the

VARPTR function carefully if you take this tack, and make
certain that the VARPTR directly precedes the USR call

without introducing a new variable name.



QW 1 1-1 00
Quote, in BASIC, What Is It?, Model 100

Read QWII; the information there applies to the Model

100 as well.

Q

PTSC
PVMO

QWII
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RBWI-100
Reset Button, Where Is It?, Model 100

Model 100: Rear of unit offset from center towards the

right, marked “RESET”. Pressing RESET returns you to

the main menu for the Model 100.

RCCO
RS-232-C Connector, Model 100

The Model 100 uses a standard “DB-25” female RS-
232-C connector. The signals on this pin are standard

signals for all Radio Shack computers that use this

connector. For information on RS-232-C signals see RSWL
The RS-232-C connector is located in the back center of

the Model 100 (see SCMO, this section).

RCWA-1 00
ROM Calls, What Are They?, Model 100

Read procedure RCWA in the main section. The

information there is correct; at this time of writing,

however, Radio Shack has not released the locations of

ROM subroutines. This information will be forthcoming.

RDHT-IOO
Random Data, How to Generate, Model 100

Read procedure RDHT in the main section for

background if you know nothing about random numbers.

Then return here.

RND in the Model 100 works similarly to RND on the

other Radio Shack systems except that it generates a

random number between 0 and 1, a fractional number. The
first three random numbers generated by

100 FOR 1=0 TO 2

110 PRINT RND(l)

120 NEXT I

are:

.59521943994623

.1065 862 8050158

.7 65 97 6 5 1 772 823

It’s easy enough to convert these to numbers greater

than 1 — simply multiply by the highest number you’d like

to have. If, for example, you’d like random numbers from 0

through 9999, multiply by 1000:

100 FOR 1=0 TO 2

110 PRINT RND(1)*1000
120 NEXT I

and you’d get 595.21. . ., 106.58. . ., and 765.97. . .

It’s also easy to find integer numbers:

100 FOR 1=0 TO 2

110 PRINT INT(RND(1)*1000)

120 NEXT I

You’d get 595, 106, and 765 in this case.

If the numeric expression inside the RND parentheses is

0, the last random number generated would be returned.

100 PRINT RNDC0)
110 GOTO 100

would continually print the lastrandom number generated.

Want to reseed the random number generator, as

described in RDHT? You can invoke RND a random
number of times by using the current number of seconds,

as in the Model 100 manual (use SEC=
VAL(RIGHT$(TIME$,2)), but this is cumbersome. A
better way is to do a POKE of seconds into the random
number generator seed value. The location of this BASIC
“working variable” is not known at this time of writing.

RERF
Renaming a RAM File, Model 100

To rename a RAM file, go to BASIC (see BHTO, this

section) and enter

NAME "oldfile" AS "nevfile"

where oldfile is the old file name and newfile is the newfile

name. You can also use the form

NAME "RAM: oldfile" AS "RAM:newfile"

if you like typing.

Both the oldfile and newfile names must be legitimate

Model 100 file names (see FNMO, this section). You can’t

change extensions when you rename. The newfile name
can’t exist, of course. You can also specify a string variable

as either the newfile or oldfile. In this case, the string

variable(s) must be legitimate file names, complete with

extensions.

RFDO
Ram File, Deleting, Model 100

Use the bellicose KILL command. The format is:

Enter BASIC (see BHTO, this section).
KILL "name"

R

RBWI
RCCO
RCWA
RDHT
RERF
RFDO
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where name is a standard filename (see FNMO, this

section) with extension, if any. If the extension is not used,

the file name will not be found, and the KILL will not be

successful.

Ifyou have insufficient free memory, you may not be able

to KILL the file. In this case, delete BASIC program lines

RFMO
RAM, Finding MAX, Model 100

The MAXRAM function returns the “last” RAM
memory location available for your machine. This value

can’t be redefined.

CLEAR nnn,MAXRAM

allocates nnn bytes for string storage (see OSER-lOO) and

resets any protected area to “MAXRAM”.

What’s the difference between HIMEM and MAXRAM?

by typing the line number. Another option: Go to TEXT,
select a file, and put it into the PASTE buffer to free up
memory space; then return to BASIC to KILL the desired

files. Then go back to TEXT and COPY the file back to the

original area. See TUHO (lOO)for descriptions of these

actions.

HIMEM is the current last RAM location available to

BASIC. If you’ve protected part of memory by a CLEAR
command, HIMEM will be set to the value of the CLEAR.

CLEAR 100,59999

for example, clears 100 bytes for string working storage

and protects memory from 60000 on. HIMEM is 59999,
the highest memory location available to BASIC, while

MAXRAM is still 62960, the greatest RAM memory
location available in the system.

RGER-IOO
RG Error, Model 100

See RGER in main section

RHSO
RS-232-C Interface, How to Set, Model 100

Read RSWI if you are unfamiliar with data

communications.

The RS-232-C interface is set completely under

program control; there are no switches to set manually, as

in other computers, such as the Radio Shack Model I. Ifyou

are using a precanned program, then the program might

setup the RS-232-C for you; refer to the documentation in

the program for connection information. If you are not

using a precanned program and want to define the

“communications protocol”, continue.

Current communications parameters: The current

communications parameters are displayed on entry to

TELCOM. See TEHT(IOO) for information on how to

enter TELCOM. After entry you’ll see

M7I1E,10 pps
Tel com:

or a similar display. The first line is a shorthand notation

for the current communications parameters, which we’ll

explain shortly.

You can also display the current communications

parameters by pressing Function Key F3 (STAT) and

ENTER after the Telcom: prompt while in TELCOM.
TELCOM will then reply with the current communications

parameters.

Telcom: Stat
M7I1E, 10 pps

The communication parameter format is shown in

Figure RHSO-1.

Figure RHSO-1 — Communication Parameter Format

MODEM
75 BAUD
110 BAUD
300 BAUD
600 BAUD
1200 BAUD
2400 BAUD
4800 BAUD
9600 BAUD
19200 BAUD

ENABLE XON/XOFF
DISABLE XON/XOFF

6 BIT LENGTH
7 BIT LENGTH
8 BIT LENGTH 10 PULSE/SECOND)

20 PULSE/SECOND )

The first character is the baud rate. This is the speed at

which data is transmitted. Use M anytime that you are

using the built-in modem for telephone communications

(see ACHT-100). Use other rates depending upon the

application. Typically, you’d use M for telephone

communications (300 baud), and 3 (300 baud) to 9 (19200

baud) for direct computer to computer communication or

Model 100 to peripheral device communication.

Character Meaning

M Modem (300 baud)

1 75 baud (seldom used)

2 110 baud (used on old teletypewriters)

3 300 baud (most common for slow- speed

"serial" printers)
4 600 baud (printers, other devices)

5 1200 baud (high- speed serial printers,

some modems)
6 2400 baud (direct computer- to- computer)

7 4800 baud (direct computer- to- computer)

8 9600 baud (direct computer- to- computer

)

9 192 00 baud (direct computer- to- computer)
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The second character is the word length of 6, 7, or 8 bits.

Common word lengths for data communications are 7 or 8

bits.

The third character is the parity. Common parity is N for

no parity, although I (ignore), O (odd), or E (even) can be

used.

The fourth character is the number of stop bits, 1 or 2.

One stop bit is most common, although 2 is sometimes
used.

The fifth character defines the “XON/XOFF” status.

This is a special communications protocol that enables a

pause by transmission of a special character. This is

normally an E (enabled) for text files, or D (disabled) for

other data files.

The next parameter, separated by a comma, is the

dialing pulse rate. Some telephone lines support 20 pulses

per second when a number is dialed; all support 10
characters per second. Use 20 pps if your local telephone

system seems to work all right at this higher rate.

The “default” communications parameters are

M7I1E,10 pps

standing for “modem” (300 baud), 7 bits per word, parity

ignored, 1 stop bit, XON/XOFF enabled, and 10 pulses

per second. Unless the communications parameters are

changed, these parameters will always stay in force.

To set the communications parameters: To set the

parameters, enter a line coded in the above format after

pressing Function Key 3 (STAT) after a TELCOM
prompt:

Telcom: Stat 38N1D, 10 pps

The above example sets the baud rate to 300, number of

bits per word to 8, no parity, 1 stop bit, XON/XOFF
disabled, and 10 pulses per second.

Check the status by pressing Function Key 3 (STAT),
followed by ENTER after the TELCOM prompt.

RLIB-1 OO
Replacing a Line in BASIC, Model 100

The simplest way to replace a BASIC program line:

While in BASIC, reenter the line with the same line number
and modified commands. BASIC will replace the old

BASIC line with the new BASIC line.

Another way to modify a longer line: Use the Edit mode
in BASIC. To get into the Edit Mode while in BASIC, enter

EDIT

This will bring you into the TEXT Editor, and you can
edit using the commands in TUHO(IOO). To get back to

BASIC, press Function Key F8. If you want to edit only a

portion of the BASIC program enter

EDIT linel- line2
EDIT -line2
EDIT linel-

These commands establish a “range” of lines for the

edit. The first edit is of linel through line2, the second is of

every line from beginning to line2, and the last is from linel

through the end of the program.

Here’s one kicker in using the TEXT Editor: The TEXT
editor works with ASCII (see ADFW-100) while the

BASIC interpreter works with BASIC “tokens” (see

TMMO, this section). When going from the BASIC
interpreter to the TEXT Editor, the BASIC lines are

converted to ASCII; when reentering the BASIC
interpreter from the TEXT editor, the ASCII is

reconverted. This is all done smoothly, but it does take

some time, which might be apparent for longer BASIC
programs by the “WAIT” message on the last line of the

display.

RFMO
RGER
RHSO

RHSO
RLIB
RNBL
RNCH

RNBL-IOO
Renumbering BASIC Lines, Model 100

BASIC lines can be renumbered on some systems so

that additional lines can be inserted, or so that gaps in the

line numbering can be deleted to make the listings look

“pretty”. On all renumbering schemes, all references to the

line numbers on GOSUBs and GOTOs will be changed
within the program. The renumbered program should run

exactly like the old.

The Model 100, unfortunately, has no renumbering
capability at this time of writing. Avoid problems by using

line increments of 10 or greater — 100, 110, 120, etc.

RNCH
Reading N Characters, BASIC, Model 100

The INPUT$ command lets you read the next n
characters from an INPUT. Doing

100 A$»INPUT$(10)

for example, reads the next 10 characters assigning string

A$ to the characters. The characters may be any characters

except BREAK. This is a handy command for inputting

strings that will contain embedded commas and other
“terminators”.

The INPUT operation doesn’t echo the characters to the

screen.

The INPUT$ command when used with a second
argument INPUTs from a file (see FMOU, this section).

100 A$«INPUT$(10,2)

for example, inputs the next 10 characters from the file

associated with file number (buffer number) 2. This file

number is determined by the OPEN statement for the file

(see FMOU, this section).
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ROOF-IOO
Rounding Off in BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure ROOF in the main section. Round-off

procedures are identical in the Model 100.

standard RS-232-C conventions used by the Model I, II,

and III and the same “DB-25” connector. Read RSWI and

then read RHSO(IOO) to find out how to setup and use the

Model 100 for telecommunications.

RUTP-100
RUNning a BASIC Program, Model 100

Enter RUN, and your BASIC program will start from the

beginning. EnterRUN nnnn, and the program will run from

line nnnn.

one name and its associated address and telephone

number. Records within TEXT files such as ADRS.DO
(see AHTO, this section) and NOTE.DO (see SCMU, this

section) are generally text from the beginning of an entry

until an ENTER character— one or perhaps a few lines of

information.

RWAT
Records, What are They?, Model 100

A file in the Model 100 and other computers is made up
of “records”. Records are simply arbitrary groupings of

data. A classic example is a name, address, and telephone

number file. Each of the records within the file consists of

Enter RUN,R or RUN line#,R and BASIC will leave the

currently opened files open. This is handy in running two or

more program segments that utilize common files.

RSWI-1 OO
RS-232-C, What Is It?, Model 100

All ofthe material inRSWI in the main section applies as

well to the Model 100. RS-232-C in the Model 100 uses the



SACW-1 00
Strings, BASIC, Accessing Characters Within,

Model 100

Review SHTU in the main section if you’re not very

familiar with strings.

See procedure SACW in the main section. The

information on LEFT$, RIGHTS, and MID$ applies

equally well to the Model 100. After you’ve read that

procedure, come back here.

The MID$ command on the Model 1 00 has an additional

function. You can use it as a “replace” function, replacing

the characters found by the MID$ with another string that

you’ve defined. To do that simply use MID$ as described,

but delete the variable and equals sign on the left and add

an equals sign with the replacement string on the right.

Suppose you had a string that you knew had a part

number as the 5th through 8th characters, as in:

A$-" 12 340 122 HOW TO DO IT ON THE UNIVAC I"

You could easily set the part number to “9999” by:

100 MID$(A$,5,4)- ,,9999"

Actually, the length parameter is not used. The result

always uses the number of characters in the replacement

string, so we could have said:

100 MID$(A$,5)="9999"

The result in this example is:

A$-"12349999H0W TO DO IT ON THE UNIVAC I"

By the way, if you have a Univac I, look for this book in

the continuing series of IJG bestsellers. . .

To search a string, use the Model 100 BASIC command

INSTR. This command searches for a given smaller string

within a larger string. The format is

INSTR(8tart position, larger string, smaller string)

To search for “UNIVAC” with A$=“12349999HOW

TO DO IT ON THE UNIVAC I”, do

100 B“INSTR(1 ,a$,"univac m
)

B will be set to the character position of the string, if

found. In this case, B would be 29. Ifthe string isn’t found, a

0 is returned. Character positions are numbered from 1 to

n, left to right.

SBPT-IOO
Saving BASIC Programs on Cassette, Model 100

BASIC programs can be saved on cassette tape and

reloaded at any time.

The two basic commands for doing this are CSAVE and

CLOAD.

To save any BASIC program, do a

CSAVE "name"

This command writes out the current program as a

cassette file called “name”. File names are from 1 to 6

characters long in the Model 100.

Writing takes anywhere from a few seconds to several

minutes, depending upon the length of the program.

You may also do a

CSAVE "name",

A

In this case the file is written out as an “ASCII” file (see

AFWA-100). Generally, however, you’ll want to do the

write without the ASCII option, as the file will be more

compact.

After the write, you may do a CLOAD? after rewinding

the cassette and repositioning it before the cassette file.

The CLOAD? will read in the file, but will not store it into

user RAM. It serves only to compare the file on cassette

with the program in RAM and verify that it is good. If the

comparison is not valid (“Verify Failed” message), you can

SCHO
SCHEDL, How to Get to. Model 100

To use SCHEDL, the scheduler, you must first have

created a NOTE.DO file by using TEXT (see TUHO, this

section). The NOTE file is simply a collection of notes that

try rewriting the file. You should have little trouble on the

Model 100. (Asamatter of fact, you’ll probably not use the

CLOAD?, butjust assume the file is good; as an alternative

to CLOAD?, write another copy of the BASIC program on

cassette after the first.)

To read in the file, rewind the cassette and position the

tape before the file you want to load (use the tape counter

or audio output to do this). Now do either a

CLOAD

or

CLOAD "name”

to read in either the next file or the specified file called

“name”.

The file should take the same time to load as it did to

write. You should hear the Model 100 speaker emit a high-

pitched tone as it starts to read data. When the file is found

on cassette, you should see the message “Found:name”

where “name” is the file name. If there are one ormore files

before the one you’re loading, you’ll see the message “Skip

:name”, where “name” is the file name of the file being

skipped.

If you experience problems in loading cassette files, see

CTLC-100.

To load the BASIC file and immediately start execution,

add a “,R” after the file name

CLOAD "ACCTS " ,

R

you have “jotted” down regarding meeting dates,

expenses, and so forth— any date related information you

care to record. The NOTE.DO file will appear as a file

name on the main menu.

ROOF
RSWI
RUTP
RWAT

SACW
SBPT
SCHO
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If you have created a NOTE.DO file: If you have the
main menu on your screen, you’ll see the words “BASIC
TEXT TELCOM ADDRSS” on the second line and
“SCHEDL. . on the third line of the screen. Position the
shadow area, the cursor, over the word SCHEDL by using
the arrow keys to the upper right of the keyboard. Now
press ENTER. You should enter SCHEDL and see the
display:

If you do not have a NOTE.DO file, then you’ll see

NOTE .DO not found

Press space bar for MENU
See SCMU(IOO) for information on how to use the

SCHEDL program.

SCIB-IOO
String Concatenation in BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure SCIB. The information there applies
equally well to the Model 100.

SCMO
Switches and Connectors, Model 100

Refer to Figure SCMO-1. Switches and connectors are
all over the blasted machine. The “pin-outs” of the
connectors are detailed as indicated on the figure.

Figure SCMO-1 — Switches and Connectors, Model
100

CASSETTE
CONNECTOR

SEE SCCAM - 100

PHONE PLUG
CONNECTOR
SEE MHTU- 100

PRINTER
CONNECTOR
FOR RADIO

SHACK OR OTHER
PARALLEL PRINTERS”
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RS - 232 - C CONNECTOR - USE
' FOR “SERIAL” DEVICES
SEE RSW1 - 1 00

BAR CODE
READER PLUG DC POWER

CONNECTION

DIR/ACP
SWITCH
SEE
MHTU -

100 )

ANS/ORG

I

SWITCH V

SEE MHTU - 100

LOW - BATTERY
INDICATOR

SEE LBWI (100)

BUS
CONNECTOR-

DISPLAY KNOB
ADJUST FOR
/ SCREEN

DISPLAY

MAIN POWER
SWITCH - USE
TO TURN
COMPUTER
ON & OFF

MEMORY POWER
SWITCH - TURNS
MEMORY POWER
ON/OFF - USUALLY
NOT USED AFTER
INITIAL TURN ON

|

BATTERY
L COMPARTMENT

WATCH POLARITY
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SCMU
Schedule Organizer, Using, Model 100

The Schedule Organizer SCHEDL is really nothing

more than an applications program that is geared to

searching for strings of characters and displaying them on

the screen. It operates similarly to Search in TEXT (see

TUHO, this section), but displays as many occurrences of

the string as it finds, on a line basis.

Suppose that you had the file NOTE.DO, constructed

while you were in the executive washroom. It looks like this:

12/03/84 ^Meeting with Hanley to take over

Amalgamated Disks.

12/03/84 #Can Smith's Not doing effective job.

12/04/84 #Meet with environmentalists about rape of

105,300 acres of virgin timber.

12/06/84 fcLulu's anniversary - see about fur.

12/07/84 t Check with H. Schmidt at Zurich to find out

new account #.

12/08/84 Wife's anniversary - candy and flowers.

12/10/84 #Get Lear Jet refueled.

The file consists of a number of entries. Each entry is

terminated by an ENTER and consists of one or more

lines. Another word for the entry is a “record”.

You could easily use SCHEDL to find and list all

personal notes, such as “&Lulu’s anniversery— see about

fur.”, all business notes, such as “# Meeting with Hanley.

.

.”, or all urgent notes, such as “ICheck with H. Schmidt at

Zurich. . You could also have it list all dates of 12/03/84.

There’s no mystique about SCHEDL, then— it’s simply

a way to go through a large file of notes called NOTE.DO
and pull out the ones that you’re interested in, grouped by

special symbol or date. It’s akin to searching through a

stack of 3 inch by 5 inch index cards on which you’ve

written appointments, notes, names, etc. The SCHEDL
program is the device by which all of the appropriate cards

are pulled out and laid down in a row for you to see.

See SCHO(IOO) to find out how to get into SCHEDL.

To find information in an existing NOTE.DO file:

1. After the

Schd:

prompt, press FI.

2. You’ll now see

Schd: Find

3. Enter a string of characters to be found. If you wanted

a list of all 12/03/84 items, for example, you might enter

12/03/84 or 12/03. In this example, you’d then see:

Schd: Find 12/03
12/03/84 #Meeting with Hanley to take

over Amalgamated Disks.
12/03/84 #Can Smith's . Not doing
effective job.

The “case” — upper or lower— is ignored in this search.

4. At this point either all lines with the “Find” string have

been displayed, or there are too many lines to display on

the screen. In the latter case, you’ll see the message:

More Quit

above Function Key indicators F3 and F4. To see more of

the list press Function Key F3. To quit, press Function Key

F4.

5. When all items have been displayed, the prompt

message

Schd:

will reappear.

As a second example of searching, suppose that you had

wanted to find all personal notes, indicated by the special

character Entering

Schd: Find 4

would have resulted in

12/06/84 &Lulu' 8 anniversary - see about fur.

12/08/84 Wife's anniversary - candy and flowers.

To scan the entire NOTE.DO file:

1. After the

Schd:

prompt, press FI.

2. You’ll now see

Schd: Find

3. Press ENTER. This essentially says, find everything.

4. The first lines of the NOTE.DO file will then be

displayed. At this point either all lines of the NOTE.DO
file have been displayed, in a short file, or there are too

many lines to display on the screen. In the latter case, you’ll

see the message:

More Quit

above Function Key indicators F3 and F4. To see more of

the list press Function Key F3. To quit, press Function Key

F4.

5. When all items have been displayed, the prompt

message

schd:

is again displayed.

To list items on the printer: Do the same thing as in

the two procedures above, but press Function Key F5

(LFND) instead of Function Key FI (FIND). The list will

be printed on the system line printer without pauses.

To update the NOTE.DO file: Use the TEXT program

operating on File NOTE.DO. See TUHO(IOO).

SFLO-IOO
Strings, Finding Length of, BASIC, Model 100

Read SFLO in the main section. Information on string

lengths applies to the Model 100 as well.

co

SCIB
SCMO

SCMU
SFLO
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SGBA
Spaces, Generating in BASIC, Model 100

The SPACE$(nn) command works like a special case of
STRING$ (nn, char)

;
it generates nn space (blank)

characters.

100 PRINT A$ ; SPACES (2 0 ) ; B$

for example, prints string A$, 20 spaces, and string B$.

SHTG
Sound, How to Generate, Model 100

Using the BASIC command BEEP causes a high-
pitched beep for about 1/2 second. This is the same beep
used by the 100 to alert the user to error conditions.

Use the

SOUND ON

or

SOUND OFF

command to enable or disable a beep when loading from
cassette or waiting for a carrier signal when using the
modem.

Using the BASIC SOUND command lets you generate a
wide range of sounds with different durations. The format

SHTU-lOO
”

Strings, BASIC, How to Use, Model 100

of SOUND is

SOUND pitch, length

where pitch is 0 to 16383 and length is 0 to 255.

Each count in the length parameter is about 2C/l000ths
of a second (50 counts is about one second).

Larger counts in pitch produce higher pitches; smaller
counts produce lower pitches. Try pitch counts from 100
(inaudible except to my dog, Cursor) through 16383 (very
low).

Both the pitch and length counts are “linear”, that is,

double the count and you’ll have twice the length or one-
half the pitch. Musical octaves double in pitch by the way,
so it’s not too hard to construct musical notes using
SOUND.

All of the information in SHTU applies equally well to
the Model 100. Use the DEFSTR as in the Models I/U/IH
to define name ranges for string variables.

SI PS-1 oo
Semicolon, In BASIC PRINTs, Model 100

Read the information about semicolon use in procedure
SIPS. It applies equally well to the Model 100.

SLTF
Saving and Loading TEXT Files, Model 100

Follow the steps in TUHO, the procedure on using
TEXT. Even though you may initially position the cursor
over the file to be SAVEd, you’ll be entering TEXT. Ditto
LOADing TEXT files.

SMLO
Saving a Machine Language Program, Model 100

You can save a machine language program to RAM or
CASsette from memory. Of course, the machine language
program is inRAM already, but saving it toRAM saves it as
a machine language “file”. The file may also simply be data
and not machine language instructions.

The machine language program may have been
assembled by using an external 8085 assembler (there’s
none for the Model 100 currently), POKEd into RAM at a
specific location, and then debugged. We can’t tell you how
to do that here, and would suggest looking at the many

8080,/8085 assembly language programming books
available.

To save a machine language program in memory to

RAM, do a

SAVEM"RAM:f ilename", start
,
end

, entry

or simply

SAVEM H
f ilename", start , end, entry

where filename is a standard Model 100 filename (see

FNMO, this section), start is the start address of the
program in decimal, end is the end address of the program
in decimal, and entry is an optional execution address of
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the program in decimal.

A good extension to use on the filename is .CO, for

“command file”, although the extension is optional.

To save to cassette, use the same form with the CAS

device designator:

SAVEM"CAS : f ilename*' , start , end ,
entry

Better yet, use the CSAVEM command, logically equal

to the SAVEM“CAS:filename” command:

CSAVEM"f ilename" , start ,
end , entry

The two commands

SAVEM"RAM: SCREEN ,C0M , 52 000 ,522 00 ,52 000

CSAVEM"SCREEN " , 52 000 , 522 00 , 52 000

save the area of memory from 52000 through 52200 to a

RAM file called SCREEN.CO and to a cassette file called

SCREEN. The execution address is 52000.

SNER-100
SN Error, Model 100

See SNER in main section.

SPHU-100
Single-Precision Variables in BASIC, How to Use,

Model 100

Variables in the Model 100 are double-precision

variables (8 bytes) unless defined as single-precision by a

“%” suffix, as in A%. Single-precision variables take up

less room in memory but have only 6 decimal digits of

precision compared to 14 for double-precision variables.

A range of single-precision variables may be specified by

the DEFSNG command. DEFSNG A-G, for example,

specifies all variables starting with A through G as single

precision; AS, FD, and GG would be single-precision in this

case.

To define a variable as single-precision, use the suffix

“!”. For example, in the following code, A! is a single-

precision variable:

110 A 1 “12 3.456

Using a suffix of “E” also denotes a single-precision

number, in this case with scientific notation (see AOIB-

100).

100 A=123 *45E+17

SSFA-1 00
String Space, Finding Amount Left, Model 100

FRE(A$) returns the amount of free string space. The

expression inside the parentheses may be any string

constant (“ONE TANDY”) or variable, even an undefined

variable. Doing a 100 PRINT FRE(“”), for example, will

print the free string space remaining. The string space area

is established by a CLEAR statement (see OSSH). As

strings are manipulated, this string space is used up, FRE

allows you to check string space availability either within a

program or in the command mode to see how much space is

left.

SSFO
Scratch, Starting From, Model 100

“cold start”.

Normally, the Model 100 will start from a “warm start”.

All previous files, date, day, and time will still be intact,

thanks to the Ni-Cad battery backup.

Good thing that you have to be an extra-terrestial to

reach those “cold-start” keys together, eh? (Better than,

say, SHIFT, A.)

Pressing CTRL and BREAK/PAUSE together while

turning on the power switch will clear everything on the

Model 100 — all the RAM files, TIME$, DAY$, DATE$,
etc. It’s similar to switching the MEMORY POWER
switch OFF and then ON again. Do this only if you’ve

“backed up” your critical programs. This is known as a

STAC-100
Stack, Description, Model 100

Read procedure STAC in the main section to see how

the stack area is used in both BASIC or machine language.

The equivalent PUSH, PULL, CALL, and RET
instructions are also found in the Model 100.

STER-100
ST Error, Model 100

See STER in main section.

s

SGBA
SHTG
SHTU
SIPS

SLTF
SMLO

SMLO
SNER
SPHU
SSFA
SSFO
STAC
STER
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STRD-100
STRING$ Command, BASIC, Model 100

Read STRD in the main section. STRINGS works
identically for the Model 100 as in other systems.

SUBB-IOO
Subroutines, BASIC, Model 100

Read procedure SUBB in the main section; information
on subroutines applies equally well to the Model 100.

SUBP-100
Speeding Up Your BASIC Programs. Model 100

111 addltlon (Pomt 9). as of this time there is no assembler
for the Model 100. The Model 100 uses a CMOS version of

Read procedure SUBP in the main section. All of the ^e
Df

085 microprocessor, which, in turn, is an improved

points brought up there apply as well to the Model 100
8080 microprocessor. Assembly language is the ultimate

After you read SUBP, come back here
speed up for any application, and I’m certain there will be
an assembler for the Model 100, either provided by Radio

Point 8: graphics are handled differently on the Model Shack or others.

100. See GHSO(IOO) for an explanation of Model 100
graphics.
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TCML-100
Transferring Control to a Machine Language Program
from BASIC, Model 100

See procedure LMRO(IOO). The best way to transfer

control to a machine language program from BASIC is to

load the machine language program using the RUNM
command, which loads a RAM file and then executes it,

starting from the execution address specified in the file

(you do not have to know what it is).

The BASIC CALL command can also be used to transfer

control to a machine language subroutine in memory.
This normally would not be used for a complete machine
language program which runs independently from BASIC,
however. See procedure RCWA-100.

TCNU-100
Two’s Complement Numbers, Using, Model 100

Two’s complement numbers are also used in the Model
100 in exactly the same fashion as in other Radio Shr.ck

computers. The microprocessor here, of course, is the

80C85, but both the assembly language and BASIC use of

two’s complement numbers are identical to use on the

other systems. Read procedure TCNU in the main section.

TEHT
TELCOM, How to Get to, Model 100

If you have the main menu on your screen, you’ll see the

words “BASIC TEXT TELCOM ADDRSS” on the

second line of the screen. Position the shadow area, the

cursor, over the word TELCOM by using the arrow keys to

the upper right of the keyboard. Now press ENTER. You
should now be in TELCOM and see the display:

M7I1E.10 pps

Telcom:

Read procedure ACHT-100 or MHTU-100 to find out

how to use TELCOM.

THTO upper right of the keyboard. Now press ENTER. You

TEXT, How to Get to. Model 100 should now be in TEXT and see the display:

If you have the main menu on your screen, you’ll see the

words “BASIC TEXT TELCOM ADDRSS” on the

File to Edit?

Now read procedure TUHO(IOO) to find out how to use

second line of the screen. Position the shadow area, the TEXT.
cursor, over the word TEXT by using the arrow keys to the

1
I

.Vv~!pi

Tl BP-100
Time, in BASIC Program, Model 100

The TIME$ function gets the time in the format

HH:MM:SS.

Of course, the current time must be valid; this means

TIMO
Time Interrupt, BASIC, Model 100

The Model 100 contains a “real-time-clock” that counts

the actual time and changes calendar days just like your

quartz wrist watch. See TIBP-100 and DIBO(IOO) to set

the time, date, and day of the week. You can create a “real-

time-clock” interrupt in your BASIC program so that at a

certain time a BASIC subroutine will be entered. This is a

neat feature of the Model 100, even though you probably

won’t use it often. To GOSUB line 10000 at noon, for

example, you’d have this line at the beginning of your

program:

100 ON TIME$-"12:00: 00” G0SUB 10000

Ifyou then did a TIME$ ON command, at precisely noon
BASIC would enter the subroutine at line 10000. Because

a GOSUB is executed, you can always get back to the

“interrupted point” by doing a RETURN at the end of the

10000 subroutine.

What’s in the 10000 subroutine? Whatever you want—
maybe you want to sound a midday beep or even

automatically dial a Bulletin Board!

To disable the ON TIME$ interrupt, do

that the time must have been entered by doing a
j

TIME$=“HH:MM:SS” while in command or program
1

mode. Note that a 24-hour clock is used — 13:00 is 1:00

pm, 14:00 is 2:00 pm, etc. Note that even when the power oTRD
switch is off, the Model 100 updates both time and date. gUBB

SUBP

TIME$ OFF

To enable it again, do

To disable the ON TIME$ interrupt, but cause the

Model 100 to remember the interrupt occurred, do

TIME$ STOP

When the interrupt is again enabled by TIME$ ON, the

TIMES STOP command causes an immediate GOSUB
action to the ON TIMES subroutine. Get it? Suppose that

you had a noon time interrupt, but disabled it by TIMES
OFF at 11:55. If you enabled it by TIMES ON at 12:05,

nothing would happen. However, if you had disabled it by

TIMES STOP at 11:55 and again enabled it by TIMES ON
at 12:05, an immediate GOSUB 10000 would occur after

the TIMES ON.

A weird set of commands you say? I would have given my
eyeteeth for such a neat “real-time-clock” interrupt on

many minicomputer systems 10 years ago. Here’s an

“armed” and “enabled” actual time interrupt in a

portable computer! Fantastic.

TCML
TCNU
TEHT
THTO
TIBP
TIMO
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TMER-100
TM Error, Model 100

See TMER in main section.

TMMO
Tokens in BASIC, Model 100

Model 100 BASIC uses a special form of encoding for

BASIC commands. BASIC commands such as LIST,
NEW, FOR, RETURN, and all others are not represented
by their ASCII (see ADFW-100) equivalent text, but as

one-byte codes of 128 through 255. This decreases the

Table TMMO-1 — Model 100 Tokens

amount of memory storage required for BASIC programs.
Tokens are always used in in-memory storage of BASIC
programs, but BASIC programs may optionally be stored
on cassette as ASCII files, and BASIC files written to the
communications line are always ASCII, with “straight text”

and no tokens.

The token codes used in Model 100 BASIC are shown in

Table TMMO-1 below.

TOKEN
VALUE TOKEN

TOKEN
VALUE TOKEN

TOKEN
VALUE TOKEN

128 END 171 DATE$ 214 OR
129 FOR 172 DAY$ 215 XOR
130 NEXT 173 COM 216 EQV
131 DATA 174 MDM 217 IMP
132 INPUT 175 KEY 218 MOD
133 DIM 176 CLS 219 \
134 READ 177 BEEP 220 >
135 LET 178 SOUND 221 =
136 GOTO 179 LCOPY 222 <
137 RUN 180 PSET 223 SGN
138 IF 181 PRESET 224 INT
139 RESTORE 182 MOTOR 225 ABS
140 GOSUB 183 MAX 226 FRE
141 RETURN 184 POWER 227 INP
142 REM 185 CALL 228 LPOS
143 STOP 186 MENU 229 POS
144 WIDTH 187 I PL 230 SQR
145 ELSE 188 NAME 231 RND
146 LINE 189 KILL 232 LOG
147 EDIT 190 SCREEN 233 EXP
148 ERROR 191 NEW 234 COS
149 RESUME 192 TAB( 235 SIN
150 OUT 193 TO 236 TAN
151 ON 194 USING 237 ATN
152 DSKOS 195 VARPTR 238 PEEK
153 OPEN 196 ERL 239 EOF
154 CLOSE 197 ERR 240 LOC
155 LOAD 198 STRINGS 241 LOF
156 MERGE 199 INSTR 242 CINT
157 FILES 200 DSKI $ 243 CSNG
158 SAVE 201 INKEYS 244 CDBL
159 LFILES 202 CSRLIN 245 FIX
160 LPRINT 203 OFF 246 LEN
161 DEF 204 HIMEM 247 STR$
162 POKE 205 THEN 248 VAL
163 PRINT 206 NOT 249 ASC
164 CONT 207 STEP 250 CHR$
165 LIST 208 + 251 SPACES
166 LLIST 209 - 252 LEFTS
167 CLEAR 210 * 253 RIGHTS
168 CLOAD 211 / 254 MID$
169 CSAVE 212 A 255 /

170 TIME$ 213 AND
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TOCH-lOO
Turning on the Computer, How To, Model 100

Out of the box:

1 Insert 4 AA alkaline batteries into the battery

compartment (see Figure SCMO-1). I’d suggest using

expensive batteries; in general, they are more cost effective

than less expensive types.

2. Turn on the MEMORY POWER switch on the

underside of the unit. This supplies power to the memory

of the unit. Leave this switch on unless you want to erase

everything stored in memory. It can be left on even when

installing new batteries.

3. Turn the ON/OFF switch on the right-hand side of the

unit to ON.

4. You should now see the main “menu” on the screen.

Don’t see it? There’s a knob marked DISP on the right side

of the unit. This controls the contrast of the led (liquid

crystal display). Turn it counterclockwise to increase the

contrast, or, as the RS manual says “optimum viewability”

(UGH!). Go to BHTO(IOO) to continue.

After initial power up: Simply turn ON the ON/OFF

switch on the right-hand side of the unit and adjust the

DISP knob on the side for optimum viewability (see UGH
above). Don’t worry about leaving the unit on; it will shut

itself off after a short time (see POOM, this section) lest

you forget.

After a power down: See POOM(IOO). Turn ON/OFF

switch on right side OFF, then ON.

If you have optional equipment attached, it’s a good

policy to turn on that equipment after the Model 100 is

turned on, and off before the Model 100 is turned off.

TSPD-1 OO
To Stop the Display in BASIC, All Systems, Model

100

BREAK/PAUSE key (without the SHIFT). This PAUSEs
BASIC program execution. Pressing BREAK/PAUSE
again restarts execution.

If your BASIC program is tracing or listing rapidly and

things are going by too fast, stop the display by pressing the

TSTP-1 00
To Stop the Program, Model 100

should resume. Now press SHIFT, BREAK and you 11 see

a

Break in 110

or similar statement, indicating that the BASIC program

was interrupted.

Also read procedure TSTP in the main section.

Press SHIFT followed by BREAK/PAUSE. The BASIC

program will stop. Can’t get the computer to recognize any

other key? You pressedBREAK without the SHIFT, which

is really a PAUSE; no key will be recognized. Press

BREAK/PAUSE again without a SHIFT. The program

TUHO
TEXT, Using, Model 100

3. The prompt message will disappear, and you’ll see a

blinking cursor in the upper left-hand comer of the screen.

See THTO (100) to find out how to get into the TEXT
program.

The TEXT program is an application program

permanently resident in ROM. It allows you to create and

modify “text” or ASCII files. For background on ASCII

files, see AFWA-100.

4. Typing text now will generally create a new file. At the

end of a line, words will “wrap around” to the next line if

they are too long to fit within the 40-character limitation.

5. Exit TEXT by pressing Function Key F8. It will take

you back to the main menu. When you do so, note that the

file you created will have its name displayed on the menu.

The TEXT program contains about 50% of the

capability of a typical word-processing program. It can be

used fairly effectively as a word processor, although it

won’t have all the “bells and whistles”. Most files used by

other 100 programs, such as SCHEDL (see SCMU, this

section) and ADDRSS (see ADMO, this section) are first

created using TEXT.

To create a new file:

1. Get into TEXT by THTO(IOO).

2. You’ll now see the message

File to Edit?

displayed on the screen. Enter a 1 to 6 character name for

the file. The file name extension “.DO”, for document, will

be added to the file name (see FNMO, this section).

6. To perform other editing actions, see the remainder of

this procedure.

To edit an existing file: You can edit an existing file by

using TEXT in one of two ways:

1. Get into TEXT by THTO(IOO).

2. You’ll now see the message

File to Edit?

displayed on the screen. Enter the 1 to 6 character name

for the file. The file name extension “.DO”, for document,

will be added to the file name (see FNMO, this section), so

you won’t have to enter this part of the name.

3. The file will now be loaded into TEXT, and you can

continue editing with the remainder of these procedures.

TMER
TMMO

TOCH
TSPD
TSTP
TUHO
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The second way to get into TEXT is to select the file
from the main menu. Move the cursor (the shaded area)
over the file name you wish to edit with the arrow keys in
the upper right-hand portion of the keyboard. Now press
ENTER; the file you’ve selected will be loaded into TEXT,
and TEXT will start execution. See the remainder of this
procedure for editing actions.

To see the Function Key actions: Press the LABEL
key (upper row). The actions for each of the 8 Function
Keys will be displayed on the last line of the screen. You
can keep this “legend” if you wish, or get back to a full-
screen display by pressing LABEL again.

To enter text into TEXT: Jus’ keep typing. No need to
worry about where the words fall, TEXT will “wrap-
around” the words from line to line (it won’t “split up”
words on two lines).

To see the beginning, end, or any portion ofthe file:
Use the Up Arrow and Down Arrow keys (upper right of
keyboard) to “scroll” the text up or down. You can do this
at any time. Holding down the key will cause continuous
scrolling. To get to the very beginning of the text, press the
CTRL key, followed by Up Arrow. To get to the very end of
the file, press the CTRL key, followed by Down Arrow.

Entering SHIFT, Up Arrow or Shift Down Arrow will
display a “screen full” of text at a time, moving up or down.

To move the cursor along the line:

Use the Left and Right Arrow keys to position the cursor
along the line. Note that holding down the key will cause a
continuous move along the line. Note also that the cursor
position will move from line to line. Pressing CTRL
followed by Left or Right Arrow will move to the beginning
or end of the current line.

To move the cursor a word at a time:

Press the SHIFT key followed by Left or Right Arrow.
The cursor will move to the beginning of the previous or
following word.

To insert text at any point in the file:

1.

Position the cursor by the Arrow keys as described
above. The cursor should be on the character before which
you want text inserted. Example: If you have the line

Now is the time. . .

and want to change it to

1. Position the cursor to the deletion point as described
above. The deletion point is the first character to be
deleted.

2. Press SHIFT, followed by DEL/BKSP (upper right
corner).

3. The cursor will remain stationary, the character will be
deleted, and the remaining text will “snake up”, ready for
deletion of the next character.

4. Repeat as often as necessary.

Another way to delete: Use the BKSP key (DEL/BKSP
unshifted). In this case, the cursor must be immediately to
the right of the character you want to delete.

To delete larger blocks of text:

1. Position the cursor to the first character to be deleted
by the above procedures.

2. Press Function Key F7 (SELECT).

3. Now move the cursor anywhere. As it moves, you’ll see
a shaded area (reverse video) defining a “block” of text.
Make this block as large or small as you want by moving the
cursor.

4. Now press Function Key F6 (CUT). The text will be
deleted, and the remainder of the text will “snake up”.

5. Note that this text has been deleted from the deletion
point, but that it still remains in the “Paste” buffer. It can
be “Copied” until a new block of text overwrites it.

6. In positioning the cursor to define the block in step 3
above, you can use various keys for positioning the cursor
described above — the Arrow keys, SHIFT, Left or Right
Arrow for words, etc.

To move a block of text:

1. Follow steps 1 through 4 above to delete the text from
a point in the file.

2. At this point you now have the text in the “Paste”
buffer. This buffer will hold one character or thousands of
characters, but there is one catch— there is only one Paste
buffer. Doing any other “Cut” operation will overwrite and
destroy the previous Paste buffer text.

3. Move the cursor by the procedures above to the point
in the text you want the block inserted. The text in the
Paste buffer will be inserted before this point.

Now is not the time. . .

move the cursor on top of the “t”in “the”.

2. Now type in the new text. In this case, you’d type in
“notb”, where b is a blank.

3. To get out of this insert mode, move the cursor with the
Arrow keys.

4. You’re really in this insert mode at all times. To “type
over” existing text, you must do a “delete” first, and then
an “insert”.

5. To insert text at the end of the file, do a CTRL followed
by Down Arrow, or move the cursor manually to the end
and enter text.

To delete a few characters from the file:

4.

Press the PASTE Key (upper row). The text from the
Paste buffer will be inserted at the cursor point in the text.

To repeat a block of text many times throughout a
file:

1. Follow the steps above for the first move.

2. Position the cursor to the second point in the text.

3. Press PASTE.

4. Repeat for the other points at which you want the text
copied.

To copy a block of text:

1. Position the cursor to the first character to be deleted
by the above procedures.
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2. Press Function Key F7 (SELECT).

3. Now move the cursor anywhere. As it moves, you’ll see

a shaded area (reverse video) defining a “block” of text.

Make this block as large or small as you want by moving the

4. Now press the Function Key F5 (COPY). The text will

not be affected, but will be moved to the “Paste” buffer. It

can be “Copied” until a new block of text overwrites it.

5. In positioning the cursor to define the block in step 3

above, you can use various keys for positioning the cursor

described above — the Arrow keys, SHIFT, Left or Right

Arrow for words, etc.

6. Move the cursor by the procedures above to the point

in the text you want the block inserted. The text in the

Paste buffer will be inserted before this point.

7. Press the PASTE Key (upper row). The text from the

Paste buffer will be inserted at the cursor point in the text.

a
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To copy a block of text many times throughout

e:

1. Follow the steps above for the first copy.

2. Position the cursor to the second point in the text.

3. Press PASTE.

4. Repeat for the other points at which you want the text

copied.

To find a string of characters: Suppose that you have

a long TEXT file and want to find all occurrences of the

string “SISAL”. Do this:

1. Move the cursor by the above procedures to the start

of the point at which you wish the search to begin. If you

want to search the entire file, move the cursor to the

beginning of the text by CTRL, followed by Up Arrow.

2. Press Function Key FI (FIND).

3. You’ll now see the message

String:

displayed on the last active line of the screen. Enter the

string you want to search for. The string may be 1 to any

number of characters long.

4. If the string is not found, the message

will be displayed.

5. If the string is found, the file will be scrolled (if

necessary) and the cursor will be positioned over the found

string.

6. To find the next occurrence of the string, repeat steps

2 through 5 again. You won’t have to retype the string, as it

will be displayed after the “String” prompt.

7. Note that the search ignores whether the string is in

upper or lower case. In other words, if the search string is

“SISAL”, the text “Sisal”, “SISAL”, and “sisal” will be

found.

Using the Search function to define a block: You can

use the Search Function to define a block for a move or

copy. After a SELECT (Function Key 7), do a Search

Function to find the string. If the string is not found, the

cursor remains where it is. If the string is found, the block

(shaded or reverse video area) becomes all characters from

the initial cursor position up to but not including the string.

To get back to the main menu: Press Function Key F8

(or press the ESC key twice). This brings you back to the

main menu. Important: Any modification you did to the file

while in TEXT is now a permanent part of the file!

Closing a file: See previous paragraph. You’ve

“closed” the RAM file by getting back to the main menu.

“Closing” a file simply means terminating the file properly

and picking up the odds and ends. In this case, it means

simply getting back to the main menu, as the file is

modified “on the fly” as you’re using TEXT.

To print a file:

1. Connect the Model 100 to a parallel printer via the

back connector.

2. “Ready” the printer. Power should be on, paper

properly put in place, and the printer should be “on line”,

usually indicated by a light somewhere on the printer.

3. To print out the entire file, press SHIFT, followed by

PRINT (upper row).

4. The prompt message

Width:

will now be displayed. If you have ever entered the width of

the printer in columns, that number will also be displayed.

To keep the same width, press ENTER, otherwise, enter

the number of characters per line for your printer, followed

by ENTER.

5. The entire file should now be printed.

6. To print out only what appears on the display, press

PRINT. (The normal function, of course, would be SHIFT,

PRINT.) Note that this will print even non- file text, such as

the Function Key labels.

The Print function will not “right justify” the lines —
you’ll have a “ragged right” edge, but it will “word wrap”

the text so that words are not split up among two lines.

To save a file to cassette:

1. Connect a cassette recorder (see CRPI-100).

2. Rewind the cassette tape to the spot at which you want

to place the file. If this is a previously used cassette tape,

you might want to erase a portion of the tape directly

before the write point by doing a RECORD, PLAY
manually (temporarily pull out the “REM” plug to control

tape movement; use the tape counter to record the

position).

3. Press Function Key F3 (SAVE).

4. You should now see the prompt message

displayed on the screen.

5. Enter a 1- to 6-character name for the name of the

cassette file you’d like the text stored under.

6. Up to this point, there should have been no tape

motion. When the name is entered, you should hear the

TUHO

TUHO
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click of the internal Model 100 relay as the Model 100
TEXT program turns the recorder on and off. At the same
time, you should see the tape move as the file is written out.

7. When the file has been written, the prompt message
will disppear.

To load a file to cassette:

1. Connect a cassette recorder (see CRPI-100).

2. Rewind the cassette tape to the spot at which the file

should be (use the tape counter). If you do not know where
the file is on the tape, but know that it’s somewhere on the

tape, rewind the tape to the beginning.

3. Before you do anything else: Do you want the file that
is to be loaded “appended to” the text already in memory?
If so, continue. If not delete all ofthe current text by doing a

block delete (see above), or simply get back to TEXT by
pressing F8 to get back to the main menu, and then
returning to TEXT.

4. Press Function Key F2 (LOAD).

5. You should now see the prompt message

Load from:

displayed on the screen.

6. Enter a 1- to 6-character name for the name of the

cassette file you want to load.

7. Up to this point, there should have been no tape
motion. When the name is entered, you should see the tape
move as the data is read in. At the same time you should
hear a high-pitched sound as the tape is read. You’ll also

see any file name that comes before the file you’re looking
for displayed as

skip: xxx

where XXX is the skipped file name. When the file you’ve
specified is found, you’ll see

Found:XXX

displayed on the screen, and the file will be loaded.

Want to quiet that high-pitched sound as the tape is

read? See special coupon at the back of this manual for
IJG/Remington-Rand TRS-80 Model 30-06. Or use
SOUND OFF.

8. If you have loaded with no text in memory, you now
have a new file in memory with the name you specified
when you originally entered TEXT. If you appended a file

by not deleting the text before the Load, you now have a
larger file under the TEXT name.

To cancel any operation: Press SHIFT, followed by
BREAK/PAUSE. You’ll either see the normal TEXT
display with the cursor, or a message “Operation
Aborted”.

To tab: Use CTRL, followed by I. Tabs are character
positions 0, 8, 16, 24, and 32 (counting from 0).

Other CTRL sequences: There are other CTRL
sequences that duplicate functions defined above. See the
Model 100 manual for these. You may choose not to use
these. If God had wanted us to use CTRL, U for editing, he
wouldn’t have given us Function Key 6 (CUT).
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UEER-100
UE Error, Model 100

See UEER in main section.

ULER-100
UL Error, Model 100

See ULER in main section.

UTFB-100
Using Trigonometric Functions in BASIC, Model

100

Read procedure UTFB in the main section. It applies

exactly to the Model 100.

TUHO

UEER
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Variable Location in BASIC, Finding. Model 100

To find the location of a variable in BASIC, use the

VARPTR function. It returns the location of the actual

start of numeric data for numeric variables. If you had

100 a* 12 34

110 PRINT VARPTR(A)

for example, VARPTR(A) would return the location of the

data for variable A:

90 1-0

100 A-12 34

110 FOR I-VARPTR(A) TO VARPTR(A)+7

120 PRINT PEEK(l)

130 NEXT I

This data is in “bed” or binary-coded-decimal format,

and may not be easily recognizable for single- or double-

precision numbers. Integer variable data consists of two

bytes in “8085” format (see EFAF, this section).

When VARPTR is used with string variables it returns

the address of a string parameter block, consisting of three

bytes. The first is the length of the string. The second and

third are the address of the string in “8085” format.

90 1-0 :B-0

100 A$—"XYXX"

110 B=PEEK(VARPTR(A$)+2)*256+PEEK(VARPTR(A$)+l)

120 FOR 1-0 TO PEEK(VARPTR(A$))-1

130 PRINT CHR$(PEEK(B+I))

140 NEXT I

One word of caution. The address returned by VARPTR
will be negative if the variable is located above 32768, and

all variables are (see MMMO, this section). This value will

work in PEEKs, but to see the actual address, use

65536+VVVVV, where VVVVV is the value returned by

the VARPTR.

Another word of caution. If you use VARPTR, use it

directly before the variable you’re after, and don’t

introduce any new variables between the VARPTR and the

use of the address returned. As new variables are added to

a BASIC program, or as the BASIC program is modified,

the locations of variables move!

VLFI
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50,000 Word Dictionary and Spelling Correction for TRS-80 Model I & III.

Electric Pencil 2.0z’ Integrated Word Processing System!

Dateline: January 1983.

IJG has done it again.

First, IJG brought the world the

Electric Pencil 2.0z Word Processing System.
The easy to learn, easy to use word
processing system considered by many to be
one of the finest available.

Now, IJG brings to the Electric

Pencil system . .

.

Blue Pencil, the Expandable
50,000 Word Dictionary.

That’s right. A 50,000 word
expandable dictionary that becomes an
integral part of your Electric Pencil.

A virtually unlimited number of
new words can be added to your Blue Pencil,

making Blue Pencil especially useful for

proper names, acronyms and professional

terms.

No need to exit the operating

system or run any other programs, just a
simple two key command and Blue Pencil is

quickly checking your text.

It’s so simple.

Spelling and corrections are then
easily accomplished by using Electric

Pencil’s search-and-replace feature. Or, if

you would like your system to do all the

work, there also is . .

.

Red Pencil, Easy
Spelling Correction.

Red Pencil brings together all the

features of Electric Pencil and Blue Pencil,

with a flexible spelling correction program
that makes copy proofing a breeze.

Instead of dropping you off to edit

and correct your own text, your enhanced
Pencil will now go down the list of misspelled

words with you, word by word, and offer you
several options from a menu.

You can type in the correct

spelling, leave the word alone, display the
word in the sentence and then make your
correction, display the dictionary at the

nearest location and scroll up or down to find

the correct spelling, or add or delete the
word in the dictionary.

Then Red Pencil returns you to

your Electric Pencil file with all your
corrections present in the text, and your new
file saved under a special name on the data
disk. Your original file is untouched.

Fast and Easy Proofing.

Both Red Pencil and Blue Pencil

are available (disk only) for $89.95 each at

computer stores, B. Dalton Booksellers and
independent book dealers around the world.

Along with the Electric Pencil 2.0z

Word Processing System for $89.95 (disk

version).

If IJG products are not available

from your local dealer, order direct from IJG.

Include $4.00 for shipping and
handling. Foreign residents add $11.00 plus

purchase price. U.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 West 11th Street

Upland, California 91786

Phone: 714/946-5805

Helping You Help Yourself.

m
Electric Pencil Trademark Michael Shrayer TRS-80 Trademark TANDY Corp. © IJG, Inc. 1982
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TIIS-SO DISK
& OTHER MVSTERTES

TRS-80*DISK
AND OTHER MYST
by H. C. Pennington

TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries is the definitive fix-it book for disk users.

More than 130 pages of easy to read entertaining and immensely useful

information. Find out how to recover disk files, the layout of information

on disks, memory maps, problem solutions . . . the list goes on!

Many readers have saved days of work by recreating disk files that were

unreadable. TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries, which has received

favorable reviews in several magazines, is yours for only $22.50 (pi us $3.00

shipping. CA residents add $1 .35 sales tax. Canada add 20% for exchange

rate.) TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy

waiosorr hasic
MADDED

& OTHER
for the THS-HO

ijftris Rimrnfrlder

BASIC FASTER
AND BETTER

&OTHER

MICROSOFT. BASIC
DECODED
AND OTHER MYSTERIES
by James Farvour

Microsoft Basic and Other Mysteries is the defin itive guide to your Level 1

1

ROMs. With more than 7,000 lines of detailed comments and 6 additional

chapters packed with information, it is easily the biggest and best book

about the Level II ROMs available.

Exploit the full power of Microsoft Basic with the aid of more than 300

pages of tested examples, explanations, and detailed comments. Microsoft

Basic and Other Mysteries is yours for only $29.95 (plus $3.00 shipping.

CA residents add $1 .80 sales tax. Canadaa add 20% for exchange rate.)

* T.M. Microsoft

THE CUSTOM TRS-80.
AND OTHER MYSTERIES
by Dennis Bathory Kitsz

Ever wanted to do things to your TRS-80 that Radio Shack said couldn't

be done? How about reverse video, high resolution graphics, and audible

keystrokes?

Not enough? How about turning an 8-track into a mass storage device,

making music, controlling a synthesiser, individual reverse characters,

and a real-time clock just to name a few?

The Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries is packed with more than 290

pages of practical information and can be yours for only $29.95 (plus $3.00

shipping. CA residents add$1 .80 sales tax. Canada add20% for exchange

rate.) TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy

BASICFASTERANDBETTER
AND OTHER MYSTERIES
by Lewis Rosenfelder

Basic is not nearly as slow as most programmers think. Basic Fasterand

Better shows you howto supercharge your BASIC with almost 300 pages

of fast, functions and subroutines.

You won’t find any trivial poorly designed “check-book balancing”

programs in this book— ifs packed with useful programs.

Tutorial for the beginnet, instructive for the advanced, and invaluable for

the professional, this book doesn’s just talk ... it shows how! All routines

are also available on disk, so that you can save hours of keyboarding and

debugging.
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Eighteen BASIC Adventures& Program Generator
for theTRS~80 Model I&m. Accept the Challenge.

TM TRS-80 Trademark TANDY Corp. TM Microsoft Trademark Microsoft Corp. © IJG, Inc. 1982

WANTED: DragonSlayer.
No experience necessary, will train.

xplore J§||y
Adventure.

jUT D°wn
through the ages ^EPffg

the exploits of brave ad- jH
venturers on missions of

high intrigue and danger

have captured the imagi- ffipjE
nations of young and old.

Whether it be a fearless young "

warrior out to bring a fire breathing

dragon his due, or a scientist racing

time to save a galaxy, they have be-

come the fantasies and daydreams
of us all, but few of us have actually

dared to embrace these fantasies.

Here, perhaps, is your chance . . .

The CAPTAIN 80 book
of BASIC Adventures.

Adventure is an intelligent,

narrative program which presents

an unsolved puzzle for the would-

j

be hero to attempt to solve.

The program recognizes

p words and communicates
with the adventurer in the

form of descriptive

*|| phrases, identifying the

circumstances and giving
Ngpf clues to which the adven-

turer then reacts. Solving the

puzzle leads to rewards by degree.

Partial solutions earn partial re-

wards. Find all the treasure and you
win the game and all the glory that

goes with it.

BASIC Adventure
program generator. fjpyi

Included also in this 252 ^9
page book is the Adventure
Generator. This program will ac-

tually write another BASIC program
around your imaginative instruc-

tions (requires disk BASIC).

Although written for the

TRS-80 Models I & III, these chal-

lenging adventure programs will

easily adapt to most Microsoft
BASIC compatable systems.

If it's from IJG, It's Just Great!

The CAPTAIN 80 BOOK OF
BASIC ADVENTURES is available

for $19.95 at computer stores

and independent book dealers

around the world.

If IJG products are not currently

carried by your local dealer, order

!

" direct from IJG

.

4* Include $4.00 for ship-

ping and handling. Foreign re-

sidents add $11.00 plus pur-

chase price. U.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 W 11th Street

Upland, California 91786

Phone: 714/946-5805



TUNE-UP YOUR
TRS-80

TRS-S8 fNEOSMAIION Sl'SJfS . VOLUME »|

•S§&softwave ^

Ever wanted to do
things to your TRS-80 that Radio Shack
said couldn’t be done? How about upper/lower
case, reverse video, high-resolution graphics, a
high-speed clock, audible keystrokes, an extra
keyboard, and a real-time clock? Still not enough?
How about using an 8-track as a mass storage device,
making music, controlling a synthesiser, monitoring
your data bus, and individual reverse characters? All
these hardware modifications, plus lots more, are in
The Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries,
by Dennis Bathory Kitsz - the latest book
from IJG Computer Services.

section.

In this you learn how
to make BASIC programs auto-execute,
reset the memory size, patch into the interpreter,
test memory with machine-language, pack prograi
lines with machine code, and generate sound effect
The Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries is mor

than 300 pages of practical information, and teste<
software, for $29.95. Order your copy now, and starm turnins y°ur TRS-80 into a five-hundred-dolla:

supercomputer! Pick one up at your local IJG
dealer or use the coupon on the opposite page.

If the thought
of using a screwdriver

gives you the shivers
then you can turn to

the software

Mhmnin HathnrtjKitstz

THE ( lSTOMTHSr&O
& OTHER /MYSTERIES

TKS-mo is a trademark of Tandy



MACHINE LANGUAGE DISK 110 & Other Mysteries.

The most complete book on TRS-80 Model I and III disk IIP available!

Dateline: California,

November 1982.

A hushed stillness engulfed the

captive hearts of thousands here as the news

continued to spread of a fantastic new book

from the publishers at IJG.

Young and old alike could be seen

gathering together around their

microcomputers in anticipation of what some

here had called only, “The Power”.

Then, out of the West a cloud of

dust could be seen on the horizon, coming

fast . .

.

Machine Language Disk I/O

& Other Mysteries.

270 pages of powerful information

including the source code for a small disk

operating system and two complete disk 1/0

driver routines for the TRS-80 Model 1 and

III, with flowcharts for all the functions.

On TRSDOS File

Organization
MACHINE LANGUAGE DISK I/O &

Other Mysteries explains what constitutes a

disk file, how records are stored on disk,

creating a file, reading & writing single bytes

and complete records, closing & killing files,

error processing, TRSDOS error codes and

much more.

Plus a TRSDOS error message

display, a disk formatter program, a program

to calculate the password for a given file, a

full screen file editor, and a complete smart

terminal program.

On Machine Language

Disk I/O

MACHINE LANGUAGE DISK I/O &
Other Mysteries explains what the floppy

drive system is all about, the Western Digital

1771 and 1793 Floppy Disk Controllers,

read/write access, head step and seek

commands, the force-interrupt-of-function

command, post-non-maskable-interrupt

processing for the TRS-80 Model III, and

still much, much more.

Harness The Power!
MACHINE LANGUAGE DISK I/O &

Other Mysteries is available for $29.95 at

computer stores, B. Dalton Booksellers and

independent book dealers around the world.

If your dealer is out of stock, order direct

from IJG.

Include $4.00 for shipping and

handling. Foreign residents add $11.00 plus

purchase price. II.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 West 11th Street

Upland, California 91786

Phone: 714/946-5805

Helping you help yourself.

TM TRS-80 and TRSDOS Trademarks of TANDY Corp.
® IJG. Inc. 1982



FARVOUR EXPEDITION EXPLORES TRSDOS,
AND YOU ARE THERE!

Dateline: California,

December 1982.

James Farvour . . . Programmer,

Author and Adventurer Extraordinary, who

two years ago last spring came to popular

public attention with his much heralded and

nationally acclaimed publication Microsoft

Basic Decoded & Other Mysteries, has done it

again.

own home, such wonders as . .

.

a fully commented source code

listing at the end of each chapter along with

(where appropriate) diagrams and

descriptions of the data structures for the

modules described, a discussion of the Model

1 system architecture as it pertains to

operating system implementation, a general

description of the Z-80 CPU register sets and

interrupt modes, a description of the

command line interpreter and the

subroutines used by the TRSDOS commands

module, the modules used by the file

management system, the error message

processor, the debug module available with

TRSDOS, and much, much more.

Leaving no stone unturned in his

never ending quest to bring to the common

man and programmer the information

hidden for so long in the dark unchartered

expanse of computer software, which was

thought before to be unobtainable to mortal

men, James Farvour brings to you . .

.

TRSDOS 2.3 Decoded
& Other Mysteries.

The diary of our intrepid

explorers' journey through the internal

operations of the TRSDOS operating system

(used on the TRS-80 Model I computer) and

what he found while he was there.

With the assistance of his trusted

friend and long time companion Tandy, our

hero brings to you, in the comfort of your

Can you believe it? . . . Believe it!

Discover yours today!

TRSDOS 2.3 DECODED & Other

Mysteries is available for $29.95 at computer

stores, B. Dalton Booksellers and

independent book dealers around the world.

If your dealer is out of stock, order direct

from IJG.

Include $4.00 for shipping and

handling. Foreign residents add $11.00 plus

purchase price. U.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 West 11th Street

Upland, California 91786

Phone: 714/946-5805

Helping you help yourself.

© IJG, Inc. 1982 Microsoft trademark Microsoft Corp. TRSDOS and TRS-80 trademark Tandy Corp.
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BASIC FASTER
AND BETTER

.. 'Vi,*.!*& OTHER A\YSTEKIES ,

for the professional, this

book doesn’t just talk ... it

shows how! All of the routines are

BASIC is not

nearly as slow as most

programmers think it is. BASIC Faster

and Better shows you how to super-

charge your BASIC, with 300 pages

of fast, functions and subroutines.

You won’t find any trivial ‘check-

book-balancing’ programs in this

book - it’s packed with useful

programs.

Tutorial for the beginner, instruc-

tive for the advanced, and invaluable

also available on disk, so that you
can save hours of keyboarding and
debugging.

BASIC Faster & Better and Other

Mysteries is $29.95, and the two

program disks are $19.95 each. The
# 1 disk BFBDEM contains all the

demonstration programs, and #2
BFBLIB has all the library functions.

Get the book and/or disks from

your local IJG dealer and B. Dalton

bookstores.

1953 West
11th Street
Upland,CA
91786 (714)

946-5805


